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Fire burns at Colby again

could tell that she needed oxygen ,"
said Jon Blau '94, Lovejoy Commons
Staff Wri ter
President. "Wetricd to convinceher
A fire blazed throug h ro o m 235 not to go back in. She was coug h ing
"
in Dana on Tuesday leaving the pretty badl y.
"The f l o o r was covered in
room severel y damaged and ten
" said Vickers. "With the assmoke,
other rooms u n i n h a b i t a b l e that
sistance
of an R.A. wc checked
ni g ht.
roomsand
madcsure thatcvcry onc
Tho Waterville fire dep artment
Vickers
was released from
was
out."
responded to thconc-alarm fire with
the
i
t
al
t
he
s
ame ni g ht and is
hosp
two eng ines and a ladder a fter re"fine," she said.
ceiving a call at 4:28p .m., according
The room in which the fire
to Captain Lacroix of the fi re destarted
was left damaged , accordpa rtment.
to
Dana
Head Resident [HR]
ing
U pon ar rival at t h e scene,
Kimberly
Bla
t
z '93. There were also
firefi gh ters confirmed on inspection
fiv
e
r
ooms
ar
o und room 235 an d
of the second-floor room that the
fire had been extinguished by the five rooms below it on the first floor
building's sprinkler system, accord- which received extensive wa te r and
electrical damage. Th ey were
ing to Lacroix. The workers had to
deemed
off limits for the rest of the
ge t all ofthe smoke out of the buildht,
according
to Blatz.
ni
g
ing and use a special vacuuming
The
inhabi
tants
of those rooms
system to absorb the excess water
were offered lo d ging at the Health
from the sprinklers, h e said.
Center
for the nig ht while the fire
There was one injury resulting
tment
tested the building 's
depar
from the blaze. Colby security offito
make
sure it was dry, acwiring
cer C. J. Vickers was taken to the
to
Mark
Serdjenian, asso cicording
h osp ital as a result of smoke inhalaa
te
dean
o
f
stu
de
nts. Mos t of t h e
tion suffered on the premises of the
students
on
the
floor
chose to stay in
f i re, according to Lacroix.
friend'
s
rooms.
"She was sen t
to the
"It 's unfortunate that we had to
"
hospital , said Director of Sa fety and
'
Security Jon Frechette. "It was j ust a suff er fr o m som eone else s stupidity, " said Bet h Stuart '95, Dana resiprecautionary measure."
'
"[Vickers ] kept going in and we dent. "I guess that s wha t you get

BY NICK MILES

for communal li vi ng. "

The first supposed cause of the
fi re was Christmas li g hts and other
electrical equi pment in the room
that could have malfunctioned , but
the insp ectors came to the conclusion that the fire was probably
started by a candle left burning while
the room was u n i n h a b i t e d , according to Lacroix.
"It 's really not a good idea to
havean open flame in a dorm room/'
said Lacroix. 'That 's an imp ortant
thin g to stress."
"We do not have an estimate of
the damage," said Alan Lewis, director of the Ph ysical Plant. Lewis
did indicate that the damage did
not exceed $5,000. "Mos t of the damage was in one room," said Lewis.
A bed and some furnishing s
were burnt , but there was no structural damage, according to Lewis.
Repairs will onl y in clude cleaning
and repainting. Lewis expects that
the students will be able to move
back into their room Friday.
Colby s insurance will not cover
thcdamag e bccauscit did not come
as a result of wiring, burst p ipes or
other damage which the college is
liable for , according to Associate
Dean of Students Paul Johnston. The
bill for the repa irs will g o to the
paren ts of the students whose room

p hoto by Ari Dtvker
Waterville f i r e f i ghters respond to a Colby bl aze, again
was damaged. "Their p aren ts '
Homeowners Poli cy will be tapped
to pay for the damages ," sai d
Johnston.
The students will face a Dean 's
hearing on Monday or Tuesday of
the finals reading period , according
to Serdjenian. Jesse Thompson '96 ,
one of the students who lives in the
room , declined to comment until
af t er t h e h earing.
"We have bi g praise for thesprinkler system and the alarm system ,"
sai d Lacroix. "Everybod y did their
j ob and everythin g worked the way
it was supposed to. "

Th e building was comp letel y
eva c u a t e d bv t h e t i m e t h e
firef ighters a r r i v e d . "Wc went
around , knocking on doors to get
peopleout,"said Blau. "It was pretty
in teresting. You should have seen
the smoke. It was intense, pump ing
into the hallway, lt was unbelievable. The whole hallway was pretty
much solid [with smoke]. "
"I could come back for the ni g ht
so it wasn't that bi g a deal ," said
Kevin Emerson '96, who lives in
Dana. "It 's too bad it had to happ en
with candles , t h a t 's kind of a careless t h i n g ."LI

One f ish. Professorattack s tenure decision
two f ish
BY REG1NA L1POVSKY
News Editor

BYDOUG I1IU
Skiff writer

Colb y s a d m i n i s t r a t i o n i s c u r r o n t l y l a c ing
an inv es t i gation b y the Maine IT uni an Ri g hts

Commissi on in connection w i t h tho tenure
case o f form e r As sistan t Pr o f essor o f Music
Wh e n his fri en ds w er e sp e nding th e ir Rebecca Cerber.
"M y own op inion a bout t he fairn ess in t he
a l l o w a n c e s on baseball cards Sherman
Hole-nose '95 used his lo buy pet fish. t enure system at Colb y has resulted in an
investi gation [b y the Commission|," said a
Nearly 10 years Liter, he is still collecting,
Several Colb yst udcnts share this hobb y written statement prepared for the Echo on
which provides room decor and stress re- Dec. 2. Cerber declined to comment furl hor as
only the information in her written statement
lief.
Naomi Devlin '95 has three fish tanks in ha d been approved by her attorney s.
Col b y 's tenure decisions take p lace bethe Mary Low Annex.
Devlin hns what she calls "fairl y ordi- hind cl osed d oo rs, according to the statenary fish." This in cludes a spoiled catfish / men t.
"With Colb y 's extreme secrecy and confia tinfoil barb, a tetva, an iridescent fre sh
water shark , a salamander nnd a tuli p eel. dentiality of files and pr oceedings, any t h i n g
Sh e put the eel in it's own t a n k after slw can be said about a candidate or included in
f ound il with its jaws clamped around a their file , leaving the candidate hel p less to
discover inaccura te information that results
catfish.
D evlin 's fourth t a n k w.is wi ped out by in damage to th eir case," .s aid the statement.
a disease. "I tri ed to trea t the t a n k , but this "For those who have the power to take adone h appened too quickly/' said Devlin. vantag e of this system , th e op p o r t u n i ty for
abuse is wide open because thoy kn ow that
"All Ihc fish died w i t h i n two days."
Ik'leue.se's 30-gallon lank is home to the institution will protect th em."
Our policy lags behind other college s in
llirvc j ack dempsey s and one pink convict.
terms of progress, according lo Cerber.
They nil eat gtippie .,
"Compa red to numerousother presti g ious
None of Devlin 's f i s h cost more than
$10, sh e staid. The most expensive Ihing is colleges around the country where candidates have access t o their files, often b y stat e
heating l|i« water, accord ing to Devlin,
"The water is loo hard and it's very law , Colb y is way behind the times and ev e n
li g ht ening its gri p on confidentialit y, " she
See FISU on page H!
said in th e statement.

Con f i d e n t i a l i t y is
a vital p art of
a s s e s s i ng
f a c u l t y , acc o r d i n g to
Dean ol " Fa cBob
ul t y
McAr t h u r.
"L e t t e r s
s
t
u
den t s
p lioto by Ari Dnikr ;
write and letR ebecc a Gc rber, f o r mer
ters from faca ssis. prof , of music
u l t y m embers are confident ial ," he said . "We w ant a
can did assessment."
Letters written w i t h the knowledge t h a t
the i n d i v i d u a l will see them tend to be less
for thri g h t t h a n letters written w i t h the knowled g e that they will beheld in confidence , said
McArthur.
"If you have written a lellerabout a teacher,
y ou probably would not want me to reveal
y our nam e to t h a t person because you mi g ht
be in theirdassnextsemester/ ' said McArthur.
In the past len years, ther e have been two
lawsui ts in connection with Colb y t enure
denials , according to M c A r t h u r .
In one case, a former p sychology professor sued a stud ent for writin g a negative
rec o m m e n d a t i o n , he said. The profess or
found out th e student 's name and su ed I h e
stud ent for "millionsof dollars ," according to
M c A r t h u r . Thecase went -to Maine 's Supr eme
Court.
M c A r t h u r g ives pr ofessors who are denied t enure summaries of the co n fidential

material in I heir dossiers.
"Faculty members can go back to their
d ep a r t m e n t committee ( w h i c h has seen the
ori g inal dossier] and ask them to veril ' v the
accuracy o f t h e survey, " said M c A r t h u r .
Equal emp loyment op p o r t u n i t i e s need le
be imp lemented more, according to Cerber.
"This a d m i n i s t r a t i o n is u n r e s p o n s i v e lo
knowled ge about une qual t r e a t m e n t oi its
faculty members, forcin g c a n d i d a t e s to pursue liti ga t ion ," wrote Cerber. "If t h e Colby
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n feels strong l y about establishing equal emp loyment op p o r t u n i t i e s , then it
should be far more responsive and resolute in
imp l e men t ing fair and obj ective s t a n d a r d s
for all candidates and then app lying them
equall y."
"Sh e was a vorv ^ood professor, " said
Shawn Reyn o l d s '95, a former s t u d e n t of
Cerber 's. "She sh o uld hav e b ee n g iven tenure . I' ve h eart! that she was discriminated
agains t. "
Cerber will be difficult to rep lace , according to Reynolds.
As lar ns earl y musi c g oes, she 's v e ry
knowle d geable," he said . " They don ' t hav e
any bod y t o take that up . "
In a similar tenure case broug h t against
th e Universit y o( Pennsy lvania b y the Fqunl
Emp loym e nt O pp o r t u n i t y Commission , the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the i d e n t i t y of
individuals can be w ithheld , according to
M cA r t h u r .
The case is still und er investi ga tion and
will remain confidential tint il a report is comp leted , a ccording, to the offi ce of the M a i n e
I l u m a n Rights Commissi on.U

Well-loved prof ,
passe s awa y
English Professor Edwin Kenney passed away on the
evening of Tuesday/Dec. 8 of cancer, which he had been
battling since 1980.
Chair of the English Department, Kenney's field was
modern British fiction. He had planned to return to teach this
year, but was unable to. Kenney's classes were cancelled
early on in the semester, and Professors Patricia Onion and
John Mizner took the positions of co-chairs of the department. Kenney's wife Susan is also a professor in the English
Department.
Kenney wrote an article dealing with his and his mother's
illness which will be printed in Epoch magazine, according to
Onion.
Memorial services are tentatively scheduled for Jan. 9,
Kenney's birthday. (R.L.)

Debates yield winner
The f inal round of t he MurrayPrize Debates took place.on
Mon day, Dec. 7. The resolution debated was that the blue

light in the library tower should be changed to red. Marshall
Dostal '93 and Meilani Clark '95 debated Matt Dubel '94 and
Maylen e Cumm ings '96 in the finals. The team of Dostal and
Clark triumphed.
Overall, the contestants were judged individually. Dubel
took the first prize of $125. Clark won second with $100.
Dostal won $75 for third and Cummings won fourth prize of
$50. Jennifer Kelley '95 and Michael McCabe '94 were runners-up, and bothjreceived $25 prizes. (R.L.)

Salvation Army
donation stolen

The Mary Low Commons office was burglarized on Saturday, Dec. 5.
"We discovered that a cash box and a substantial amount
of money had been taken," said Bill Charron '93, May Low
Commons President.
There werenosignsofforcibleentry according toCharron .
The money stolen had been proceeds from Bingo games held
to benefit the Salvation Army for Christmas. Mary Low
Commons is offering a reward for information leading to the
recovery of the money.Charron can be contacted at Ext. 4199,
and Commons Vice President Chris Benecchi '93 can be
reached at Ext. 4282. (R.L.)

Security Update
On Saturday, Dec. 5, two cars were vandalized on campus.
A student's car had its windshield broken in
the Pond Lot behind Drummond, according to
Director of Safety and Security Jon Frechette. An
undetermined object was thrown through the
windshield, causing over $200 worth of damage. The incident was not personal, according to
Frechette. "It looked like someone was throwing
this thing around," he said.
Another car had its antenna bent in the Mary
Low annex parking lot.
There was an illegal party in Johnson, according to Frechette.
In Woodman, a student broke two fire extinguisher cases and the mirror and shelf of a
bathroom on the third floor. (R.L.)

Bored foy Jan Plan?
Come cause trouble with us.
• 'WImj?
, You.,' "

.

.

p hoto by Ari Dniker
Marshall Dosta l '93, half of winning debate team

No condoms from HR
BY LESLIE CAMPBELL
* Contributing Writer

It is 1a.m. and neither condoms
nor quarters to use a condom
machine are in sight. Dorm hallstaff
used to be the next available option.
This is no longer a possibility.
"Most senior H.R.s [head
residents] have asked me for
condoms for their dorms," said
Reena Chandra '93, president of
Student Health On Campus
[S.H.O.C.]. "Obviously, there is a
demand. The problem is that the
Deans of St uden ts are afrai d of
liability if something were to go
wrongwiththecondom. Personally
I don't think that it would be their

See CONDOMS on p a g e7
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fault. It would be the condom
company'sresponsibility and not the
Dean of Students Office."
"I think it's a good idea for
hallstaff to be able to hand out*
condoms,"said H.R. Sally Zimmerli
'93. "I've had some people come up
to me and ask. I would like to give
them out becausetheymightbeused
more."
Hallstaff should not become
another option for student access to "
con d oms on campus, according to
Resident Assistant [R.A.] Andrew
Stanley '93.
"That would be a pain for us/'he
said. "Maybeif thecollegegavefhem
to us to put them in the Good Stuff

.
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Good luck Michelle and Cina!
i
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Have a great semester!
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•, .. , . VWhat? .,, ,,_ .
The Echo is sponsoring a journalism Jan Plan that will produce .-,

a special section to be published in iel.second semester issue of the paper.
The topic of die investigation will be your choice.

Where?

All four workshops will be held in the center of the MacLab.

If you want to learn about working for a newspaper or hone your skills, this
is your chance. We'll need a whole staff of reporters, layout assistants,
photographers and advertising representatives for this project to succeed.
The Echo will have some staff openings next semester and
this is good way to learn the basics or impress the hell out of the editors.
It might even be fun.

If you have questions call the Echo office at x3349 and
leave a message for Chip Gavin.
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We'll miss you.

. . ;,

Four weekly workshops will meet from 10 a.m. to noon
each Wednesday of January.

You can register for this non-credit workshop
by signin g the sheet on the Echo office door
or just showing up for the firs t session. Enrollment is limite d to 20 people , so sign up now!
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! Thank you for everything!

When?

Why?
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Love ,
__

The Echo Staff
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CLASSIFIED
***CAMPUS REPS WANTED***
HEATWAVE VACATIONS
SPRING BREAK 1993
THE BEST RATES & THE
BIGGEST COMMISSIONS
FOR MOKE INFORMATION,
CALL 800-395-WAVE
BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
Earn FREE TRIPS and the
HIGHEST COMMISSIONS!
Cancun. Bahamas , Daytona.
&. Jamaica from $159.
Call Take A Break
Student Tin vel tod ay!
New England's largest spring
break company! (8(H)) 32-TRAVI2L
(Boston)

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIEN CE!!
Individuals and Student
Organizations wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK,
call the nation 's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013
INTERESTED IN VIDEO
OR FILM?
IF YOU HAVE ACCESS TO A
VIDE O CAMER A, WE A RE
LOOKIN G FOR STUDENT S TO
MAKE A VIDEO OF YOUR
LOCAL AREA. WE WILL PAY
YOU $500 FOR 2 TO 3 DAYS
OF WORK.
FOR INFORMATION CALL
C,B. PRODUCTIONS, INC.
M-F9-5
(617) 332-9606

_

Communications Department cpffltefcS^6S^i||^ps

?-5 Although she s enjoyed writing Department. Sally Baker, associate
reporter for the Kennebec Journal,
for
Colby magazine, said Matava/ director of Communications,_ has
United Press International [UPIland
Staff Writer
publication, which only comes app lied for the post currently held
the
the Times Record.
out
five
times a year, does not offer by Hershey.
Matava met two important
The
Communications
the
same
feeling as working for a
"She would be a good leader,"
Department at Colby has received a people while covering a Kennebec
daily newspaper.
said Matava. "She has a good sense
County committee meeting on the
second blow this semester.
Hershey's
intention
to
leave
of Colby and what needs to happen
Director of Communications construction of a new prison for the
Colby
the
end
of
the
semester
at
in
this department."
EdwardHersheyalready announced Kennebec Journal—her future
forced
Matava
to
look
at
what
she
The department is set up well
that he will be leaving Colby at the husband and her future employer.
wanted
to
do
in
her
career,
she
said.
enough that a newcomer would have
end of the semester, and n ow Mary Matava married' Kennebec County
"It
became
clear
to
me
that
what
an easy transition, according to
Ellen Matava, associate director of Sheriff FrankHackett,fhecommittee
should
do
is
what
I
want
to
I
really
Matava.
Communications, will depart at the chairman, and came to work for
do,"
said
Matava,
once
she
decided
"We've been a very busy, proHershey,a member of the committee.
end of December as well.
that
she
did
not
want
to
for
hoto
by
Yuhgo
Yamaguchi
apply
shesaid. "We've
activedepartment,"
p
Matava is leaving Colby for a Hershey was impressed with her
position.
Hershey's
ofComnu
a
lot."
Assoc.Director
accomplished
,
position as a general assignment j ournalistic work and invited her to
"I think that [Matava] has made
'Tm pleased that she had the
reporter at the Times Record in apply for the position at Colby, Mary Ellen Matava
the
ri
ht
decision
for
her,,
and
that
g
opportunity to go back to reporting,"
Brunswick. She will begin her new according to Hershey.
makes
it
a
good
decision,"
said
said Hershey. "I think that Colby is
college
photographer
acting
as
the
At Colby, Matava has juggled
job on Dec. 28.
Hershey.
occasional
better
off for her having been here,
an
and
being
Matava holds a degree in many duties including handling
"I
have
enjoyed
working
at
and
I
think that she'll be a better
the
college.
spokesperson
for
journa lism, from the University of external publicity for Colby events,
said
Matava,
"but
the
Colby,"
thing
allreporter
as a result of the work she's
been
a
very
strong,
"She's
Maine. Before coming to Colby four supervising seven student workers,
that
I
reall
like
to
do
is
journalism."
y
Hershey.
done
at
Colb
y."
layerforus/'said
years ago, Matava worked as a writing for the Colby magazine, purposep
Matava
has
come
to
regard
her
Matava
s
dealings with the press
"(I'vebeen]associatingmore and
co-workers
in
the
Communications
in her time at Colby have let her see
more positives with [Matava]," said
Hershey in evaluating whathasbeen Office as "famil y/ she said. journalism from a point of viewother
in
the Supervising the students who work than that of a reporter, according to
accomplished
Communications Office during his in the office has been a particularly Hershey.
"I think that in that way it's been
time at Colby. "She's done an rewarding part of her job, said
Matava.
"
a
little
bit of an education for her,"
outstanding job,
"I'm
really
to
miss
our
going
BY ANNAALTISEN
Matava decided to leave Colby
said Hershey, referring to Matava's
because she misses the "excitement student workers," she said. "They new "beat," which will encompass
Contributing Writer
Bowdoin College in Brunswick.
of day to day reporting," she said. really mean a lot to me."
Despite
the
loss
of
Hershey.
and
"If I were in the Bowdoin PR
comes
from
being
That
excitement
This year 's Junior/ Senior
herself, Matava sees a bri ght future office, I'd be worried about her,"
deadline
havinga
in
a
newsroom
and
Cotillion will have little in common
for
the
Communications said HershevO
evervdav. acrnrdine to Matava.
with last year'sCotillion,which was
held in Dana Dining Hall.On Friday,
Dec. 11from 9 p:m.to 2 a.m. a "real"
formal dance—tuxedos or dark suits
for men and formal dresses for
photo by Cina vverlehm
women—will take place at Rockers,
Jeff Baron '93
part of Champions in Elm Plaza,
according to Senior Class President think that it should havemoredrinks
for free," said Erik Hassing '94.
Jeff Baron V3.
"I think that it's going to be a
"4=3," a seven-piece band from
*
-Bostonr^will--play-all-night>--said good chancefor a lot of seMtJfstoget
Milwaukee's Best 1/2 parrels $33.5©++'—-^ -' • -•-•
(T
\
:Barqn.- "E^ch student will get two together/'said £hris Chin,*93. •• . ?
¦
free beverages with the admissions
"We have spent a lot oif moneyin
^^j Busch , Busch Light , and Natural Light Bar Bottles $1^ A9 +±fS^^
ticket—sodas if the student is under decoration, and the room will
21 or any kind of drink if of age. A definitely look nice," said Baron.
full cash bar will be pjj ^n.all night
Ticketsaleshavebeenpromising,
student,
long whereof age
tan order as 460 of the 600 available tickets
**r
a
drinks. Also included in the fee are were sold by last Friday. "We have
desserts."
Don't drive,just call us for fast,free delivery!
1
been able to subside the cost of the
"This is definitely not going to be tickets to $10 with fund|-raising
873-4837
just a keg party with a D.J.like last organized by the Junior and Senior
*
215A College Avenue
year'sCot illionat Dana,"said Baron. classcoun cils,"saidBaron. "Wesold
> ** ' : Frf. and Sat. open 'til MIDNIGHT
"This year's cotillion is going to T-shirts and ran an exam-basket
Mon.-Wed. 8am-9pm
be a lot classier and a litt le differ en t program among other things."
Thurs. 8am-1Opm
Suh. 12pm-7pm
from the classic semi-formal at
The Junior class sold roses and
Colby/'said Jenn Wolff ^member had a Halloween reading," said
of the Junior Class Council.
Wolff.
WE {DELIVZHL X£GS SW£P" CSJSXSl''<**' Wx WELCOME f t Eim9&(&<BLES(
____ ¦_»____»¦__ ¦___.
I— ——MM—
——"—
-______W__M_„____M_____-_______ I
Tm psyched because we never
This has been an expensive
really have an opportunity to get event,but I'm sure that it is going to
really dressed up, except for the be wor
th it for the junior and senior
Charity ball," said CarrieSmith -"93. classes," said Baron.
Only juniorsand seniors canbuy
'It's kind of nice having just juniors
and seniors—it makes it sortuf ticketsfor the Cotill ion,al though any
special."
first-yearstudentorsophomoremay
'Tm looking forward to it/' said at tend if h is or h er dat e is a jun ior or
Diana Christensen '93. 'Tm glad senior.
that it's not going to be in Dana
A shuttle will be provided for
because it wassocrowded last year." students to go to and from the dance
"I'm really excited for it, but I during the entire eveningO

BY NICK MILES ?i

Cotillion-goers
will roll at Rockers

Big Bill's Elm City Discount Beverage

Good Luck on Finals,;See you after Break!
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BY SUSIE RANKIN
gtaf. Writo. '
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Tli* ). hi -Delta Tho .»'$ fried to
turn n fall informal utfo a "kiddy
parly/' according, tc» the Doan of
the Called {rt the Nov* 15, 10^3
i$»u« of Uxte iSxlhPr
The"kiddy party"' themci meant
tha t students would arrive by
"kiddy e_ ..$, scooter,, and

velocipedes"a iid dre . $ to toddler *
Ktylc clothing*
Thoae invited were allegedly
planning to wear revealing

"regal. V mcq rd . ng to the dean,
and the entertainment was not
going to be just beer die and loud
music, but "spin the bot tle, ring
A w n m . the rosy and T.ondon
bridge!"
Consequently, the Phi Delta
Theta fraternit y w.._ < told to
disregard thei r plans aud hold the
informal in traditional attire and
good taste.
The women were fo appear as
torn.oft hrides, wearing l ong
drcsSes and skirts rather than the
short black dvcsseo that have
become $o traditional, today.Ao the

t>eano . (heCoHegestated,thenten,
likewise, should be dressed in
''nulls, stiff collars, neck ties/' and
Wty o .. With "d»<inily'>a

^^OOD^IS^
^

holiday shopping
Make your
a success...
with gift baskets from Jorgensen's.

Create a beautiful gourmet basket
vh / ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^
m T 7 from our fine selection of
]
^
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Colby bookstor e offers more
the changeshas been positive. 'That
has been gratifying," said Waters.
"I like books, so I'm happy with
the changes," said Frank Favaloro,
'96. "Idon 'tcarehowmanydifferent
kinds of notebooks they have, but
they should keep all of the Colby
memorabilia."
Not everyoneis happy with all of
the changes, however. "If they want
to make room for books, then they
should get rid of some of the really
cheesy Colby stuff ," said Laura
Steinbrink'93, "some of that apparel
is just bogus. My mom wouldn't be
caught dead in a 'Colby Mom '
sweatshirt. They should get rid of
that stuff before they get rid of things
that make life convenient."
pholo by Ari Druker
The loss of many items that used
Student browses in the newly reorganize d bookstore.
to bring in students might have
Once the space was freed up for meant a loss of student traffic to the
BY NICK MILES
the expanded book selection, the bookstore. But so far business has
Staff Writer
position of General Books Manager been maintained , according to
The Colby bookstore is now was created to select appropriate Barnard .
'There are still about the same
offering more than just Juicy Fruit. books for the store to carry. Jennifer
Students and faculty browsing Waters was eventually hired to fill number of students stopping in each
in the bookstore recently may have that position and has been on thejob day as there were before," said
noticed somechanges. Thebookstore for about two months, according to Barnard.
The store is relying more on
hasbeensteadily moving away from Barnard.
positive
word of mouth to bring in
ordered
hundred
s
of
"We've
selling gifts, novelties, food and
according to Barnard.
now,
health and beauty aids and toward books in the last two months, people
"We want students to come in
becoming a more full-service literally," said Waters, who
bookstore, according to Bruce K. previously held the same positional and browse because their teachers
Barnard, manager of the bookstore. John Carrol University in Cleveland, told them what a great selection we
Changes have been in the works Ohio. 'That was the primary goal of had," said Barnard, "we're now
for the past three years, but only the first few weeks: to stock the attracting a little bit of a different
clientele than the kid who comes in
began to be implemented in the last shelves/'
Waters, who holds a graduate every day to buy a pack of Juicy
coup le of months. The creation of
the new atmosphere and selection is degree in literature, said that when Fruit."
Profit was a concern in deciding
the result of suggestions from the selectingbooks for thestoresherelies
on
the bookstore's new direction,
and
knowledge
both
on
personal
bookstore committee as well as from
according
to Barnard. In recent years,
several administration and faculty recommendations from outside
the
bookstore
has become a large
sources.
members, according to Barnard.
"We were asking what kind of
"We needed someone who really source of profit for the college, and
bookstore we needed to meet the knew books," said Barnard, "we that will not necessarily change,
diverse needs of the Colby needed to buy the right books. We although the change in offerings
community," said Barnard. "In the wanted quality, not just window wasguided bymoreofan "academic
past, the bookstore Was a great dressing,"
mission" than a financial one, said
college store,but d id n't have a great
Waters feels that part of her job is Barnard.
selection of books. Our mission to "pay attention to the kind of
One bright spot financiall y for
becameto createmoreofan academic community that Colby is in thesense thebookstore might be that, with its
atmosphere."
that the course offerings here reflect new identity as more of a fullIn order to create space for an faculty and student interests."
selection bookstore, it is becoming
expanded offering of general books,
Among the new programs more attractive to people in the
the bookstore has eliminated many implemented by Waters and surrounding community as a place
items that are now offered by the designed to createawareness of the to buy books.
new general store in the Studen t bookstore's new identity are a
"We do think that we can be a
Center. 'The new store meant that monthly newsletter and a faculty contributor to the greater Waterville
space could be freed up for books," authors reception.
community," said Barnard . "We're
said Barnard .
Students who want to writebook very excited about that possibility.
The bookstore has also cut back reviews for the newsletter can sign You won't see us taking out a fullon its offerings of school and office up in the bookstore, according to pagead in theSentinel,butyou won't
supp lies. "Now we may not have 80 Waters. Reviewers are given free see us shying away from seeking
different kindsof pens,wemny have copies of the book about wh ich they customers from the community
20," said Barnard, "we've scaled the write.
cither. If we have somethi ng to offer
supp lies down quite a bit,but we try
Both Barnard and Waters them, wc do want them to know
to offer a little bit of a lot of thines." indicated that General feedback to about it." Q

[leena Chandra '93 and
bbigale Knapp '93 sell condomjewelry.

SHOC: not just condoms
BYWHITNJSY GLOCKNER
Staf fWriter

cope with the pressure of exams.
S.H.O.C. is Organizing an all
campus scream on the midni ght
It is more than condoms and before thefirst day of finals to vent
comedy.
stress. Massage workshops are
Some students ktiow Student another possibility for finals Week.
Health On Campus fS.H.O.CJ b y
S.H.O.C. looks forward to sectheir ynorthodox practice of ond semester events which will
handing out condom? at social include activitiesand events such
functions. Others aremore familiar as National Condom Week, Wi th
with the S.H.O.C improvisation T-shirts and CondomGramsthat
group, the informal performing can be sent to friends. -"National
troupe whichtackles currenthealth Condom Week j ust put s con d oms
issues* But S.H.O.C deals with in people's faces and makes them
issues in other ways as well. think about how easy it is to have
Form e rly called Peer Health saf ersex/sajd Lindsay Bennigson
Facili tators,S>H»O.C< tacklesissues ^5,S,H.O,CImprov coordinator*
such as body image,rape and drug
TheihOnth of April will feature
dependency.
Sexpai Assault Awareness Vf eek
"We changed our nam? . rom which will include a vigil, panel
Peer Heal th Facilitatorsto S.H.O.C discussions onrape,sexualassault
/'said Reena Chandra '93,&_tt.<}_C add incest,.information tables,
president, "NaW we don't sound movies and a Wreath that people
like we have something to teach, tie ribbons to in order to honor
we are on more of a student to victims of rape, sexual assault or
student level of interaction/'
incest that they know. May wil l
S.H.O.C, planned campus feature aweek on eating disorders
events for both the Great American and Body Image.
Smokeout, and for National AIDS
5.H .Q.C, has put on
week. These include a lecture from Improvisation performances for
AIDS expert Pat Lacey, a panel residencehallsandcampusgroups
discussion with a person Who is each week.Some issues covered in
IllV positive,movies, discussions, performances this year have
a candlelight vigil for AIDS included homophobia, sexual
awareness and those affected by assauK,sfress„alco_ .ol dependency
AIDS, and a party to conclude.
and AIDS.
"TheAIDS weekactivi.iesv.ent
"Basically we plan to pick any
well, although we didn 't have the issue that Col by studen ts are
turnout we were hoping for /'said affected by and provide
Chandra, u I think it Was a lot for information about U, cut out the
people with final$ approaching." bolognaand tellpeople what they
$,H .O.Craised $80 through the n eed to know/ ' said Emily
sale of condom jewelry during Goetcheus '95,treasurer.
AIDS Weelc The money will go
"H opefu l ly We will take
toward the purchase of health Improv off campus and link up
awarenessvideosand to fund more with olhergroups artdsharc/' said
SxH.O.C activities. A stress ' Goetcheus. "We want to get new
workshop will take place during
the week of finals to help student? See SHOC oitpage 6
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This Thursday Night
After classes, come down and
party at the Safari Bar.
•Bar Shots $1.50
•FREE 5 ft. Sub at 10pm
i
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(Now Accepting Visa
and Mastercard)

Porfland - Single Fare $45.00
Two or More Passengers $30 Each
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24 hour ShuttleServicefr omColby College To:

Downstairs from the Silver Street Tavern
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Boston
New York

Up to 4 pass.
.Cadillac .

$182

$468

U p to 6
(Stretch Limo ,

$238

Up to 10

(Van .

$280

$720
$612
Limousines by Fifth Ave.
1-800-734-7715
I.C.C. & D.O.T. Approved
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Up to 14

(Van w/Trailer .

$315

$810

Colby blocks long-distanee fraud
BY CHARLES BEELER
Contributing Writer

Long-distance calling card access, specifically AT&T, was
blocked on the Tuesday before
Thanksgiving break because of a
potential for fraudulent long-distance calls.
'Therewasa wayin whichpeople
could make long distance calls and
charge them back to the college so
that there was no way of tracing
them,"said Ken Gagnon,director of
Administrative Services.
The potential for fraud,aswellas
someminorcasesalreadywitnessed,
wereenoughtoprompttheblockage,
according to Gagnon. Whilethis was
done without student notification,
the blockage came at a time when
many students had left for
Thanksgiving and were unaffected.
Access was blocked for only four
dayswhenstudentswereoncampus,
according to Gagnon,who made the
decision to block.
"We received six or seven calls
after break from people who were
frustrated ," said Gagnon. "I don't
think that many people were using
[credit card access]."
People with access to on-campus
hones
were able to call longp
distance carriers and request that
the operator place a long-distance
call for them and bill it to the number
they were calling from, which
showed up on the long distance
carrier's screen as 872-3000. the

number for the Colby switchboard,
according to Gagnon.
AT&T was theonly long-distance
carrier that Colby had this problem
with because MCI handles its calls
differentl y,said Gagnon.
Long-distance carriers have an
informal agreemen t to refuse direct
billing requests made to credit card
operators. This agreement is not
always followed , according to
Gagnon.
The blockage of direct access to
the long-distance carrier of one's
choice is currently a major issue
between U.S.carriers and is centered
around a suit filed by AT&T.

"There was a way
In wliich people
could make long
distance calls and
charge them back
to the college*"

-—KenGagnon

The Colby incident,not involved
with the AT&Tsuit, was withinlegal
confines, because the Federal
Communications Commission
[FCC] allows blockage of numbers
when there is a major potential for
fraud , according to Gagnon.
T?he long-term solution to the
fraud problem was more difficult to
comeby than the short-termblockage
idea. Gaenon had several

possibilities which included
requiring students to obtain a
Student Telephone Services [STS]
Phone Card and enter this code any
time another carrier's card was going
to be used and using a general
authorization number for non-STS
phone cards. During the time that
access was blocked, students were
able to reach their long-distance
carriers by en tering their STS code
numbers.STSdid not chargefor these
calls.
Gagnon finally decided to
purchase four lines which are able to
screen phone calls and disallow
fraudulent calls. Any call made
through a number such as AT&T's
10-ATT-O number will be routed
through these lines.
The potential fraud was pointed
out by students. "I don't know how
largea problem it was,"said Gagnon.
A report is in the works now which
will reveal how many students had
been making fraudulent phone calls.
There will be other problems
which will arise because the system
is new to Colby and was put in in
"record time," sometimes at the
expense of minute detail, according
to Gagnon. It was felt that it would
be better to have the system up and
running than to make students wait
until all possible problems were
ironed out.
Colby • and the companies
involved with the phone system are
looking out for potential pitfalls and
hope to minimize any problems
See PHONES on page 7
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p f ioto by Cina Wertheim
Assistant Professor of English, Laurie Osborne

Parents help sabbaticals
BY KATHRYN COSGROVE
Asst. News Editor
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The parents of the Class of 1992
continued the tradition of commemorating the graduation of their
sons and daughters by presenting
to the Board of Trustees and President Cotter an endowment fund of
$111,000 to support the Class of 92
Senior Parents Distinguished
Teaching Fellowship, according to
the Colby annual Report of Contributions.
Guilain Denoeux,assistant professor of government,hasbeen chosen as the first recip ient of the Class
of '92Parents Distinguished Teaching Fellowship, according to Bob
McArthur, vice president of the

Dining Services Meal Hours
1992-93 School Year
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Sun
20th
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Closed

tues
22d
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See FUND on page 15
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college and dean of faculty.
The fellowsh i p was established
to "recognize and reward good
teaching by granting annual stipends to faculty who have distinguished themselves in the classroom and who have compelling
research programs," according to
Peyton R. Helm, vice-president for
developement, in a letter to the parents of the Class of'92.
Denoeux teaches Middle Eastern politics and comparative politics. He will spend his sabbatical
researching and writing a book,
"Authoritarianism and Democratization in the Arab World ," and
hopes to do part of his research in
the Middle East, according to
McArthur.
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During Exam Week the Spa will Close at 11 p.m.
Exam Survival Kits will be given to all Board Plan participants at their respective
Commons on Monday, December 14.
MIDNIGHT BREAKFAST will be served on Tuesday, December 15, at all halls from
midnight to 1:30 a.m.
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Students speak out at Murr ay Debate s
BY REGINA LIPOVSKY
News Editor
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Students had anopportunity to speak their
minds on Thursday, Nov. 19 in the Louise M.
Coburn Prize Speaking Con test. ?The contest
was presented by the English department and
the Speech Council.
The speech contest was established in 1915
in honor of Louise Coburn, Colby's second
female graduate and first woman trustee. Mary
Low was the first female graduate .
"Thisis what holds Colby together," said
David Mills, professor of Speech and Debate
and English. "Improving public speaking
affects the lives of Colby students."
Eight students each gave a ten-minute
speech on the topic of their choice. Jonathan
Yormak '93 won the $200 first prize for his
speech about the damag ing effects of a cocaine
habit. "I was at a crossroads," he said in his
speech. "I felt like I belonged when I did
cocaine.
The story was not true, according to
Yormak.
"I wanted to talk about something
emotional and I knew a personal friend had
been a cocaine addict," said Yormak. "I never
was la cocaine addict] and I never will be."
His love for competition and public
speaking prompted him to enter the contest,
according to Yormak.
The second prize of $150 went to Hung Bui
'94. Bui discussed his experience working with
minority students at the Xerox camp at Colby
this summer.
'These are the children of America," he
said i n his speech. 'They deserve the American
dream, not the American nightmare."
Michael Daisy '95 was the third-prize

Jon Yormak '93

p hoto by Ari Druker

winner of $100. His speech concerned growing
upinFortKent,Maineand "hating[his] origins
and everything about it."
Daisy cited three reasons forhis frustration:
the nearest traffi c light was 45 minutes away,
he was twelve when he met his "first black
person" and Sesame Street was broadcast in
French in Fort Kent.
"Culture changes us," he said.
Thecompctitors were jud ged onimmediate
personal response, according to Mills.
"We don 't jud ge according to rhetorica l
devices,"he said. "[Speakersshould] move an
audience and make the audience respond in
an emotional and intellectual way."
Other competitorsspokeon various topics.
Marshall Dostal '93discussed the imp lications
of h ypocrisy. He used himself , his father and

continued f r ompa ge4
blood and wehopemorefirst-yearsj oin
nsaf.erFebruaiyOrientntion/'&iH-O.C
has approximately 20 mew members
already this year, which boosts their
membership to nearl y 40 people.
S.H.O.C also delivers information
through the use of table tents. Some
table tents have provided meal-time
reading on nutrition, safer sex, other
thingspeopleoughtto knowaboulfhej r
bodies and stress.
The main focus o f S.H.O.C.is to make
people think about the choices that they
are making and act responsibly/' said
Chan dra. "We try to reach people
through a lot of different Ways and
provide a forum for these issues to be
discussed "
•^Ultimately we would like to have a'
hotline and havestudents feel confident
enough to come to us. If we could j ust
makepeople aware of the reality of their
decisions, then we have done a good
thing."
¦"You cannotstoppeople fro m doi ng
what they are going to do," said Trj cia
Leyne '93, S.H.O.C publicity chair and
secretary. '"We just want to make them
think We aren'tpreaching, but if you're
going to make a decision, we want it to
be an educa ted one."G

Happy Holidays Everyone!
Have a great vacation!
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the Roman Catholic Church as examples of
hypocrisy.
Cicely Finley '94 gave a speech on the
importance of communica tion and the pain of
silence.
"Speak out for others and they will speak
out for you," she said.
Matthew Dubel '94 spoke about socioeconomic injustices in the United States and
urged public action.
"Be active democrats," he said . "Offset
lobbyists in Gucci shoes."
Lael Hinman '93 gave a speech about her
younger sister who is getting married and the
emotions this event roused.
"I havereservations [about the marriage],"
she said. "I will lose the *baby ' in my sister.
[Her marriage means that] I, too, must become
an adult."
Susan Krolicki '93 spoke of passion and
emotion. Emotions should be "confronted"
through public speaking,French compositions
and relationships, according to Krolicki.
"I have passion," she said. "Release,
embrace, confront emotions."
AdmissionsCounselorAnneBowie '92and
Associate Dean of Students Victoria Hershey,
aswellasWatervilleresidentsJoan Moorchead
of the Cosgrove Real Estate Agency and
attorney Louis Shiro, jud ged the competition.
Traditionall y, the mayor of Waterville
would come to jud ge the competition , but the
present mayor, David E. Bernier, was not able
to attend this year.
"We went through the criteria and tried to
wei gh it,"said Hershey. "Publicspeaking isan
opportunity to see whatstudentsarc thinking."
The speeches bring understanding to life
experiences, according to Hershey,
"[Students] bring with them an awareness
, i....— ___.._ . l
we didn 't expect." she said .D _
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Ski I he 10,000 ocre wilderness preserve
surrounding the North Woods Arts
Center in Atkinson , Maine.

I

20+ miles of groomed and wilderness
t r a i l s meandering throug h unsp oiled
terrain.

Ski for a dny and kick back at the North Woods
Arts Con tor.
Spend several days exp loring the 1 preserve nnd
overni g ht in our Monyi.li.tn yurta . Individuals ,
coup les, groups and families welcome!
1 lomecooked meals provided. Self-service
options available.
For more information:
';
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P.O. Box 362
Dover-F'o xcroft , Ml. 01126
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Dave 's

Barbershop
TUES-FRJ : 7:30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00
45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010
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just for calling
1-80D3P-MB28, Ext 65

From Januar y 3rd until closing. Fuil-time
college students with valid I.D only.
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* Per person , per day, based on maximum occupancy in a I , 2, 3
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January 3rd-8th & 10fti-1Sth
A Luxury On-Mountain Lodging

A Group Adult Ski School Lesson
A Sports & Fitness Club privileges
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Maine certainly isn t Tokyo
BY ANNA ALTISEN
Contributing Writer
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BY KATHRYN COSGROVE
Atesfc. News Editor

University of Calif, at Berkeley
Berkeley,Calif.

Andrew Mar t j nez 1% Was Suspended from the University after he
^
attended a meeting With school administrators while he was naked.
The University had recently banned public nudity after Martinez
attempted lo promote his nakedness as a form oJf free speech* Martinez
had been arrested twice in October for Walking around campus naked ,
according ia campus police.

Temple Universit y
Philadelphia, Pa.

A $1 million lawsuit has teen filed against the city of Philadelphia
Gbolahan
Olabode,a pre-rned and physical therapy major, for false
by
arrest and police negligence- Olabode was picked up at a Laundromat
because he matched the discriptionof?a suspect in a robbery and rape.
Olabode claims he was wrongly imprisoned for six weeks-

Yale University
New Haven , Conn.

AsofJan k 20,1993PresidentGeorge Bush/ Yak/ 48/ wiUbeamong the
unemployed,jus. as Yale Universi ty begins a nationwide search for a
new president.
Over300 names have been submitted to the search committee, and
although they cannot say for certain if Bush is a contender, Yale
spokeswoman Martha Ma tzke said it could be possible that Bush's
nameis on thelist.

CONDOMS

con tinued f romp age 2

boxes or something, but other than
that I don 't think it's a good idea."
Access to condoms through
hallstaff is a good idea, according to
Ken Fowler '96.
"Sometimes you get into a jam
and you 're not going to stop to run to
the library to get quarters," said
Fowler. "I think there should be a
basket outside the door or
something."
One problem with being able to
acquire condoms through hallstaff
is students not feeling comfortable
approaching their R. A. or H.R. Beth
Cronin '93 agrees that this mi ght be
a drawback.
"It'sanoption ,"said Cronin. "It's
not being forced . The only problem
would be if people didn 't feel

comfortable enougn to approacn
their H.Rs."
It does not seem that students are
uncomfortable approaching their
hallstaff forcondoms.Therehasbeen
a hi gh demand from hallsta ff to
S.H.O.C. for condoms. Students also
were not shy about taking condoms
from S.H.O.C.'s information table
during AIDS Awareness Week,
according to Chandra .
"We have enough problems with
STDs," said Chandra. "We have to
remember that we are not isolated
from AIDS. Condoms should be
given out whenever there is a
chance."
"It's not even a possibility at the
moment," said Joyce McPhetres,
associate dean of students. 'There
are some real questions abou t
whether we should be handing
[condoms] out for freeand individual
responsibility.!)
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Looking forward to seeing
you in '93!
COME TAKE A BREAK

DURING FINALS WEEK

ORDER SOMETHING
YUMMY FOR MOM &
DAD FOR X-MAS!
45 Main St. Waterville, Maine
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which do arise.
g
Gagnon hopes to start a |
Communications Council at Colby |
which will be mad e up of students E
and faculty members. This group I
will ad vise him and others on the 1
n ew phone system and cable TV f
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February. Gagnon has held off |
forming this group and will wait j
until cable comes to campus.
v
Outside of the Communications 0
Council,Gagnonhopesstudentswill I
be willing to voice concerns and >
questions directly to him or others i
who can hel p.
"Students make this system work
... they are the customers," said ¦
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•1000 SUPER NES" SUPER SETS WITH SUPER MARIO
V/ORLD" AND SUPER MARJOKART"GAME PAKS.
•1500 GAME BOYS* WITH TETRIS,W GAME PAK.
•9 MILLION WINNERS OF SAVINGS
ON DOMINO'S PIZZA'" & COCA-COLACLASSICr

Wednesday
V
^v "Beat the Clock"
Tj i^X Drafts start at
16 oz Bud Drafts $1.25
"The Great Escape"
WIN A TRIP FOR 2 TO VEGAS

Students at Colby from Asian
countries havedifferentand diverse
opinions about Colby, its students
and the United States.
Although they all seem to like
living in a rural environment instead
of in a crowded city in Asia, their
perceptions of Waterville vary quite
a bit.
"Shanghai is a bi g city, very
crowded, very dirty, and I don't like
it," said Qi Wang '96. 'The air here is
very clear and the environment is
great. It 's very easy for me to adapt
here. I made the right choice,"Wang
said. "It's a good environment to
study,but I wouldn't like to live here
forever," said Wang Lee '95 of
Singapore. "I like the countrysid e
more than the city, too, but I like my
college in Tokyo because, although
it 's also in the suburbs of the city,
there is a good public transportation
to the center of Tokyo," said Junko
Kito '94ofTokyo,Japan. "It'snot the
same to live in the suburbs of Tokyo
as it is to live in the suburbs of
Waterville."
Asian students have different
points of view about diversity at
Colby. "There ismuch morediversity
atColby than atmycollegein Tokyo,"
said Kito.
"I never found myself a minority
in Japan , since it 's a pretty
homogeneous country , " said
Nozomi .Cishimoto '96o_ SandaCity,
HyogoJapan. "But here I know that
I look different and that I' m a
minority. I never felt that way before
in Japan, but this does not cause any

problem with me."
system
in
India ,"
said
"Diversity at Colbyisa farce—it Chamarbagwala. "Back home I can
just doesn't exist," said Lee. study the night before the exam and
"Singapore is definitely much more get an A."
diverse than Colby and I don't like
On the other hand, Wang has
thehomogeneouspopulationhere." noticed how this familiarity between
"Diversity at Colby is zilch," said students and professors has been
Azeen Chamarbagwala '96 of abused. "Some students have little
Bombay,India.
respect for their teachers and do
When comparing the school things such as coming late to class
system back home to Colb y 's without asking for permission before
education philosophy, however, like wedoinChina/' hesaid. "I think
they all agreed. "Class discussion is that it's a little bit rude."
very good, students are very active,
Peer interacting at Colby is
they like to talk, they can argue," different,according to Leeand Wang.
said Qi. "In China the teacher is "In general you have to be more
always rig ht. Here the teachers don't superficial here than at home,
pretend they know everything, and because you have to talk about
if they don't know something they 'American things' in order to get
just say '1 don't knov/ instead of into the conversations with the
making something up like they do in majority of the students, but, of
China."
course, there are some exceptions."
"Jn Singapore I studied under
"In Chinait'snoteasy to establish
the British system, which means big friendship because it's a big thing,"
classes, lectures and not talking to said Wang. "You don 't say hi to
the professor at all," said Lee. "One people that you don 't know, while
of the things that is keeping me here here everyone says hi to everyone.
are the professors. They are cool In China when vou make a friend it
people, and I think that it's sad that is probably for life, but I don t think
most Colby students don 't take that friendshi p here is superficial.
advantage of this closeness to the You can't expect to havegrca t friends
faculty."
ina month—it 'sjust a matterof time."
"Colby is very similar to my
"I definitel y expected Americans
college in Tokyo, but Japanese to
be
sup erficial ,"
said
Universities in general are very Chamarbagwala "but I think that
different," said Kito. "Sometimes [in they are very warm and genuine.
Japanese Universities] the students For me, coming to Colby was not
don't even know the professor 's face much of a culture shock at all. ?T?he
until the day of the exam, because social scene is much the same as the
they don 't go to any of the classes." one in Bombay, apart fro m the lack
Chamarbagwala
finds of night clubs."
comp etition among students a
Kishimoto has observed that
motivating and positive factor that Colby students drink to excess. "In
definitel y helps students stud y hard Japan I drink, but just for fun , not to
to get better grades. "Colby is much get sick," she said. "Colby students
more challeng ing than the school seem to bedesperate to get drunk. "Q
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Fieldhouse
damaged by arson

Compiled by
KATHRYN COSGROVE
Asst. News Editor

Students returned to Colby to a new semester and a burned
fieldhouse.The firewhichripped through thebuilding on Aug.
28 was declared arson. Offices, the squash courts and the
basketball court weredestroyed, while the rest of the building
received significant damage from smoke and water. Fire
departments from Waterville,Winslow,Fairfield and Oakland
were called in to put out the flames, and later thanked by a
College-sponsoredlobster bake.Repairs to the fieldhouse were
estimated at $2 million. Colby contracted with Champions
Fitness Club to provide students with exercise facilities free of
charge while renovations are completed.

Alfond donates $3
million for repairs
Harold Alfond, an overseer of the college and honorary
alumnus,donated $3million for the repairs and renovations to
the fieldhouse. The gift, which was the largest cash gift by any
living person to Colby, stipulates that the trustees must match
the gift within five years. Renovations to the fieldhouse will be
extensive and are expected to be completed in the fall of 1993
or early 1994.

Haus s ad mit s
to "unw an ted

sexual embrac e "

Government professor Charles "Chip" Hauss agreed to
sanctionsafter having admitted to allegationsof "inappropriate
and unwanted sexual touching"of VisitingProfessorof History
Rosaleen Salvo last springat Hauss'homein North Vassalboro.
In a letter to Hauss,President Bill Cotter stated that "if there
is any recurrence of this sort of behavior toward any employee
or Colby student, your position as a tenured professor of
Government will be immediately terminated."
Hauss agreed to the provisionsof the letter and also agreed
to undergo psychologicaltherapy.Salvo never pressed charges
againstHaussandleftColbytoteachat Phillips Exeter Academy
in Exeter, N.H.
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Goodbye , Chi p
On Oct. 19, Chip Hauss resigned from his tenured position
as a Government professor. Hauss officiall y tendered his
resignation to President Bill Cotter over the fall break for
personal reasons. He then joined his family in Washington,
D.C.NeitherBob McArthur,vicepresidentfor academicaffairs
and dean of faculty, nor Ed Hershey, director of
communications, would say if Hauss' sudden departure was
connectedto the incidentlast spring.PeterDiaconof f,a political
scientist and husband of Suellen Diaconoff,associate professor
of French, took over for Hauss.

Colby's ratings rosein the U.S. News and World Report list
ofthe "Top 25" Liberal Arts colleges. Colbywent from #20 last
year to #15in 1992. The survey,which is considered invaluable
to howpeopleviewtheschool,has raised somequestionsin the
administration.
"Are we better than Claremont McKenna (#16) but not
quite as good as Grinnell (#14)?" said Ed Hershey, director of
communications. "We certainly don't think we're nine places
worse than Bowdoin (#6)." Bowdoin's ranking fell two places
from #4 last year to #6 this year.

Cary kicks off
Spotlight Lectures
Colby began a series of Spotli ght lectu res this fall, which
started with a discussion by author Lorene Cary on her book
"Black Ice." The abortion debate and Stoltenberg lecture were
among the more popular events. Thursday classes were
rescheduled to allow students an uninterrupted hour to attend
the lectures. The lectures were designed to be "stimulating,"
but many students found it more stimulating to go back to bed,
and attendance was poor at many of the events.

Cars damaged
in Foss lot

• Brakes
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• Oil Changes And More!
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Happy Hannukah, Merry
Christmas, & Happy New
Year To Everyone.
Eat , DliB_ _;,and Be Merry

Call us for all your party needs:
beer, wine, liquor, soda, snacks.
Plenty, of Holiday Gift Packs &
In-store Specials',
• Come in and check it out. "

Discount Beverage and Redemption Center
Open Sun thru Wed till 9pm ,
Thurs till 10pm, Eri and Sat till Midnight
;
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We Service Forei gn Cars...
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Students choose
Eustis for dinner
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Five cars were vandalized in the Foss parking
lot on Sept. 26. Three of the cars were broken into
and the Waterville police gave the suspects
"criminal trespass warnings," according to
Sargeant Norman Michaud.
The perpetrators were from the surrounding
community, not from Colby.

Two hungry male students broke into Eustis on Oct. 9.
Safety and Security arrived on the scene to discover the two
students in the faculty lounge making peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches. No damage was sustained by the building and no
report was made to the Waterville police. A student was
brought before theJudicial Board on Oct. 25 in connection with
thebreak in and was found guiltyof'illegalentryintoacollege
building" and "theft of property."

Goudreau rep laces
Stu-A cultura l chair
Karen Laidley resigned from her position as Student
Association [Stu-A] cultural chair on Oct. 9. Laidley felt burntout from her position last year as Stu-A vice president and did
not feel she had the energy or time to commit to the position.
The position was filled by Jule Goudreau'93. Goudreau had
beeninterestedinbecomingmoreinvolvedincampusactivities
and was unanimously accepted by the board.

First the fieldhouse,
now a moose h ea d?
Waterville policeresponded to acall about aburning moose
head in East Quad at 2 a.m. on Halloween night. The costume
was determined to havebeenlit on fire,kicked into thebathroom
and later placed in a shower stall. The fire was under
investigation and it was later determined to have been set by a
-senior male. Thejudici al Board [J-board] reviewed thecaseand
made a recommendationof sanctions to Janice Seitzinger,dean
of students.Seitzinger asked theboard to reconsiderits decision
because she f elt stron ger disci plinary action should be taken.

:

Harassing
relationship s
Members of the Colby community drafted a more explicit
harassment policy which implicitly states that disciplinary
action would be taken in the case of student/faculty
relationships.
The policy states that "Sexual or romantic relations between
faculty and students are ... especially inappropriate at a
residential college and,under almost all circumstances,violate
reasonable standards of professional conduct for faculty."
Although some believe the new policy is necessary in a
community assmallas Colby,others fcltit wasan infringemen t
of their civil liberties. The topic was discussed at a student/
faculty meeting and will be voted on by the faculty.

Campaign tries
Students contest keeping promises
holiday classes

Colby is embarking on a new fundraising campaign.
Promises to Keep, The Campaign for Colby has formed a
tentative goal for between $75 and $100 million. Of the money
raised, between $25 and $44 million are slotted to go to endow ,
financial aid. ,

Controversy arose arotand the scheduling of
' exams and assignments on theJewish holiday of
Yom Kippur. Students challenged the College's
' policy for classes brt'the holiday. The Presidents'
Council unanimously passed a recommendation
'that classes be cancelled oathe holiday, which fcl l
1 ' on Oct. 7 this year. The letter was then sent to the
administration, who' responded by .saying that
only the faculty could cancel classes and it would
. have been Impossibleto have the faculty meet at * .
that time. Presidents ' Council prevised its , ? . Thejohnsonand Chaplin Commons dihing hnlls in Roberts
recommendations after ari all-c&mpils fohim and Union battled ait insect problem, symptoms of which included
hall meetings. The now proposal stated that the a cockroach which emerged from the frozen yogurt machine.
faculty should provide written notes from class The dining halls were fogged over Thanksgiving break in
for any students who chose not to attend $lass on addition to their weekly exterminations. The insects arc not
Yom Kippur and that all exams and papers expected to pose a health risk to studpnts, but some students
¦
scheduled for that day be postponed.
feared that the pesticides may bo more harmful then the bugs.

Wmt er ^
roach in my y ogurt

.
;

Bassett is hack
English and American Studies Professor Charlie Bassett
spentsometimeinintensivecareatMid-MaineMedical Center's
Thayer Unit. Bassett sustained "a cracked vertebraebelow the
spinal column"after falling fromthe roof of his garageon Nov.
14.He is now back in class,but will have to wear a bracefor the
next three months.
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Anybody need a lift?

We want our MTV
Cable television, which was expected to be available in the
dorms at some point this semester,wasdelayed largely because
of a national shortage of electrical supplies because of last
summer's Hurricane Andrew. The new cable target date is set
at "around the beginning of second semester.

Hershey resigns
to be a "b igger fish "
Director of CommunicationsEd Hershey resigned from his
position at Colby to take on the position of Vice President for
Public Affairs at Albright College in Reading,Pa. Hershey has
been at Colby for five years. His new job will allow him to take
on more of a policy-making role and to be "a bigger fish in a
smaller pond,"he said .Colby is still conducting a nationwide
search to find a replacement for Hershey.

Lost in a fog

Comedienne PaulaPoundstonewasunabletogiveaconcert
scheduled for Homecoming Weekend when her plane was
unable to land in thick fog at both the Waterville and Augusta
airports. A disappointed audience of almost 900 fans had their
tickets refunded by Student Activities. Poundstone later
returned to Colby and put on two shows in the Student Center.
*

*
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photo by Cina Wertheim
Aprospective student caused a stir when she dropped
in for an ~interview and a tour of Colby during Parents ' Weekend.
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Colby picks Clinton

Colby weekend favorite, Jokas Discount Beverages,
tightened its policies on identification after a crackdown by
state liquor inspectors. Jokas', which has a violation and a
warning with the State, now requireseither a State of Maine ID
or a Colby ID with any out of state ID.

In an election survey in the Oct. 29 Echo, students
overwhelmingly predicted Bill Clinton's victory in the
presidential election. Clinton received 71.5 percen t of the votes
from those surveyed, as opposed to Bush's 15.5 percent and
Perot's 13 percent.
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Happy Whatever
Ifs that time of year again.

While wrapped in the palpable stress of finals and
whipped by a cold central Maine wind,it is hard to find joy
in the holidays. Especially Colby's non-offensive, secret
snowfriend,happy sort of middle of wintertimeversion of
theholidays.It hasgotten to the point wherebasicgreetings
can be a point of conflict. Imagine passing a friend in the
street of the library.
"Hey!Merry, ah, happy, ah ... how're finals going?''
Not a very pleasant conversation for a difficult time of
year. Everyone is tired and stressed,the MacLab is a den of
tension and the library is seeing more traffic than it has all
semester. We could all use a little peace on earth and
goodwill toward ... people, no matter what our creed.
In this time of celebration it is all too easy to turn the
holidays into a religious battleground. Thelast thingColby
needs is to be the "chosen" site of a jihad.
The bells in Lorimer Chapel do not have as many notes
as there are cultures in the world, so it would be absurd to
expect to hear a seasonal song from every ethnic group. A
little cultural variety in the music selections, however,
wouldbeaneasy way to representand educate the campus.
Itis tlie spirit of the season that is important and not how
itis expressed. Yeah,this might sound like something a lazy
relig io-centric person mi ght say in response to
encouragement to leam about a new way of thinking, but
there is a lot of truth in this sentiment, nevertheless.
Don 1 1beconcernedover which long-treasured decorations
may now be politically incorrect. If they are put up with
love, there is no way they can cause any harm.
So buy that tree, light that menorah and set out those
wooden clogs for St.Nicolas to fill.Dowhatever i t is you do.
Pull someone under the mistletoe and share the holiday
spirit.
Enjoy whatever your own traditionsare,enjoy whatever
your neighbor's traditionsare;Spendsome tirr\edestressing
from exams by sharing whatever you feel like celebrating
with whomever you feel like celebrating. Relax and have
some fun, without worrying abou t offend ing people.

Letters

Students urge Collins for tenure track
A crucial decision sits before the Tenure Selection Committee in the upcoming week Steve Collins, alias the
Japanese Techno-Guru, is up for selection for a tenure-track position, and we strongly support his acceptance.
For those students and faculty who have never had the pleasure of meeting Collins, we feel that this article is
necessary to inform the Colby community of his credentials.
Collins has done a remarkable job of expanding the focus of the East Asian discipline, paying particular
attention to the changing face of government studies. Collins plans to expand his courses into the dynamic field
of political economy from a comparative perspective. Withhis strong background in engineering and chemistry,
coupled with his experience at Japan 's National Institute of Science and Technology Policy, his lectures are
stuffed with first-hand insights enriched by his experience, not rhetoric sprinkled with a few facts.
Perhaps even more important, Collins adds a charismatic personality to the Government department.
Certainly former professor favorite Roger Bowen selected well when he recommended Collins last year. The
personal rapport that Collins has with his students exem plifies the student-faculty relationships we imagined
when app lying to Colby: a small, liberal arts college for learning, and not a research institution. He brings
refreshingly different views to his students,and his energetic style of presentation,reminiscent of "Econovangelist"
Dave Findlay, charges up his students. His careful critique of students' writing promotes and stimulates the
students' drive to learn and to write better.
We were not here on campus last year when Pam Blake was denied tenure, but we still hear about students'
fury over the decision. Whether or not Professor Blake deserved tenure is not the subject of this letter,but rather
the role of students' voices concerning critical tenure-related decisions. Obviously, the role of the student uproar
last year went unanswered in this process. Collins fulfills Colby's needs with a diverse academic background ,
several years of field experience in Japan and an enthusiastic lecture style. We are making a plea to students and
faculty alike to support Collins' rightful position in contributing to the future of the government department.
Scott Greenfield '93
David Rea '93
Dave Nicholson '93.5
Sarah Lee '93

Think about what it says
Now with a capital N

I would like to congratulate the editors of New Moon Rising on a
successful and provocative first issue. It seems to have created quite a bit
of controversy (always a good thing at Colby), and it has made a few of us
think (another good thing on Mayflower Hill). Apparently, it has also
raised some questions of slander.
The question of whether the poem "Liberal with a Capita l L" was
written with a specific person in mind is irrelevant. I think that it could
have referred to well over half of the male faculty at this school.
What is relevant is this; female students expressing their outrage over
their continued sexual harassment at the hands of both faculty and
students is not only appropriate, but urgently needed.
If anyone feels that this anger is being directed at him specificall y, he
should consider two things.
In the first place, realize that women are angry (and justifiably so) at all
the men who, while using their positions of power to protect themselves,
harass and assault women. One man's actions would not be enough to
generate this kind of anger and frustration if the rest of us were not
condoning it or participating in it as well.
Second, ask yourselves (hopefully the poem affected more than one
man) why you think the poem is about you,and what about your behavior
you need to change.
You are mak i ng life miserable for a great many women, and making
life difficult for male faculty honestly trying to have close and productive
working relationships with their students.
Jefferson Goethals '93

Flying rumors
As editors ofthe new publication
New Moon Rising, we wish to clear
up any rumors that may be flying
about.
First, funding for our next issue
has neither been discussed, nor has
there been any attempt made to
acquire it.
Second, our magazine is an
academic and creative expression of
issues that affect women on this
campus and also nationwide.
As our mission statement
explains, we hope to encourage
growth and provide hope for
women, and for those connected to
women, within the Colby
Community. As with any
publication, there is the potential for
backlash and other negativecriticism.
We, however, stand behind our
publication wholeheartedl y an d
look forward to many more issues
for our campus.
HollisRendlcman '94
Shanon D. Roy '93
Melissa O. Wilcox '94

Davenport has no ground to stand on
We had a strong reaction to Chris Davenport's Offsides in the Dec. 3 Echo. We and hopefull y many ot her
Colby students, cannot tolerate blind condescension, especiall y toward people with good intentions.
As letter winners in winter and spring track and x-country, wc are required to stay in shape and have firsthand experience with the dedication it takes. While Davenport may not be referring directly to us and other
athletes involved in club and varsity sports, he was offensive nonetheless.
First, the experts seem to think aerobics work. The majority of aerobicizers at Colby are women. We assume
that they wanl better muscle tone and improved cardio-vascular condition. While Davenport degrades them for
their efforts, we'd bet money that he demands the results.
While we don't ski Sugarloaf regularl y, some o f u s have b een skii ng, both downhill and x-country, for over
ten years. We know that it takes coordination , athletic ability and guts. Don't get on our cases if you , Chris, lack
any or all of the above. People don 't downhill ski to get in shape, they do it for thrills.
Imp lying that peop le who walk for exercise arc so stupid that they need to practice what Davenport states
we all mastered at three? Please. It may not be "serious" exercise, but walking serves its purpose. Recent studies
say i t improves cardio-vascular health , leg muscle strength and tone, and burns fat while not causing knee
damage, as runn ing often docs.
Davenport fails to realize that a lot of athletes on rehab, don't want to risk free wei ghts because o f lesser
stability. Nautilus works single muscles more efficiently, c'on ccn t ra ti ngon one muscle, so that the athlete doesn 't
injure something else. Nautilus is also good for leg workouts and if you don't have a spotter for free weights. As
far as Davenpor t's "skinny weakling" st ereot yp ing of physics majors,our guess is tha t they're just like anybody
else. In their defense, after seeing Davenport lift last year, ho has no ground to stan d on.
Davenport obviousl y can 't respect other people s lifestyles, or the work that is required by them. We find this
distressing, especially of a person whose op inions are so visible and at a school which stresses tolerance, not to
mention health. Nothing's bettor than a lew good games of Die on Friday and Saturday nights, and Bowdoin 's
hockey team does deserve to swallow a few oranges.Chris Davenport however,showed a comp lete lack of class
and humor in h is editorial. Talk about "wankers."
Zach Nightingale '95
Jorma Kurry '93
Darrcll Sofield '95
Michelle Parady '93

Op truons

How about. - shopping for class? Cheers and j eers.for 1902

Informed decisions will make bett er schedules
LIFE'S A BEECH

By Hannah Beech
Students at various liberal arts
colleges start off each semester with
a shopping period. No, a shopping
period is not when lemming-like
upper-class white kids head to
Freeport for a spree and buy every
pair of snow boots at L.L. Bean.
Rather, it is a week when students are free to go to any class they
want to help them decide which
classes to take for that semester.
Armed with a syllabus and the
professor 'slecture inmind,students
can make a more informed decision
on what classes to take.
This system could be implemented at Colby with a minimum
of hassle. Let registration be the
way it has always been,but move it
back a week. Signing up for classes
the semester before would prevent
the registrar from going haywire,
but students could have a week to
confirm schedules and let the un-

decided decide.
That means that instead of relying on second-hand information
about a class, students themselves
actually hear the lectures before
committing to classes with the registrar.A professor can make or break
a class,and a class as scintillating as
"Chemical and Biological Mechanisms of the Weasel" can be interesting with the ri ght professor.
Most students have had to
choose between two classes that
meet at the same time. The decision
is tough, especially if the professor
of one class is new or classmates
have no useful input. A shopping
period would let students attend
each class and make up their minds
with something less arbitrary than
a coin fli p.
With the exceptions of professors like Cliff Reid who leaves little
drop-add slips on his desk on the
first day to save any panicked economics hopefuls, most professors
assume that if a student's name is
on the roll, they are in the class for

the entire ofthe semester. Sure, students can always drop classes and
some people sign up for five classes
withtheintentofdroppingonelater
on, but the mentality at the registrar seems to be,"you signed up for
the class, you take it."
Although professors mi ght
grumble about losing a week of
teaching time, by the end of the
week classes will be pared down to
a more interested group, and the
hassle of finding out whether a student is still in the class or not will be
eliminated.
Critics might further assail that
there will always be people who
will spend that weekhibernatingor
extending their vacations, but that
risk also applies to Jan Plan. The
majority of students will surely take
the time to decide the fate of their
semester.
Besides, if classes have been decided upon before the week is over,
students can always head down to
Freeport for a different kind of shopping period .Q

Free speech overrides diplo macy :
a resp onse to the CIA on camp us
BY PAUL LAVALLEE . . ,.,
Guest Writer
It is clear that Skip Harris and
Steph Cleaves misunderstood the
purpose of theCIA information session. It was not organized for them
to find out job benefits and starting
salaries at the CIA. Rather, a group
of concerned students petitioned,
requesting that the CIA answer
questions regarding the policy and
actions of their organization.
Several years ago,in respon se t o
students and faculty objections to
CIA pr esence on campus, the trustees developed a policy f or groups
wishing to recruit on campus. In
the interest of free speech, the recruiting policy states that "any or-

ganization seeking to recruit at
Colby must be willing, upon request,to hold a public campus meeting to discuss its policies and practices."
Without the petition organized
by the Coalition for Political Action
the information session that took
place on Nov. 19 would never have
happened . The students attending
the information session to express
concerns they have with the organization had every right to do so.
Some people are troubled with the
idea of an ethically corrupt, discri m i na t ory organ iza ti on such as
the CIA u sing our campus f or the
purpose of recruitment. This information session was designed to allow people to voice such concerns.
The Coalition for Political Ac-

tion had also organized a lecture to
follow the CIA representatives. The
speaker, Louis Wolff, was a writer
whosework involves investigating
the activities of the CIA. It was
hoped that he would provide some
alternative views to those of the
students interested in jobs with the
CIA who abruptl y left while the
CIA informations session was still
in progress, after hearing too many
things contrary to their own opinions. This walkout was just as rude
as Skip and Steph seem to think the
students opposed to the CIA were.
It is too bad that the manners of
some of the people asking questions of the CIA were lacking, but
freedom to express one's views and
explore ethical questions is more
important than "diplomacy.'Q

ODDSOR EVENS? By Keith?jthipujbsThe style of Ms article, borrowed f rom* "T.V* <Hade/ ' is a
great way to say a word or two
about a tot of things, CHEERS
an dJEERS shows that when you
avoid the complications of excessive thought, someti m es
things can be as
simple as a
thumbs-up or a
thumbs-down.
CHEERS and
JEERS to the hall
contract.. On one
ha nd thecontract
^
has w wo rked
miracles at improving the residence halls after
the weekends. It
is a comple te
switch from yesteryear to hear
people shouting
for themopat one
a.m. On .the other handr the idea
that a party moratorium is a deterrent to ^uiet-tv. ur violations
iswrong. Mutualrespect cannot
be forced,, -contracted or legislated. In that light, the hall con.
tract has failed. Still, the slip of

pus Me> From social events to
community programming/ she
has done an extraordinaryj ob of
making the most out of herposition> Her latest project is an effort to Create "a program for mentalt y disabled Waterville childr en. Working with local
Wat erville offici als to stru ct ure
an Organizationsim ilar to Colby
Friends, Bonnie is
strengthening an
initiative that will
make stronger
bon ds between
Mayflower Hill
and the surrounding co mm uni f y*
She is a testament
to the changing
character of student leaders.
JEERS to those
people who are attacking the sensitivity of the politically+coirectmovement as being incompatible with the "real
World**' JNta one eversaid thatthe
ity of society perceives
maj or
principles the way Colby does,
butan enormous amountof time
a nd dedication isn eeded tohelp
peopleidenfcifyandresolvetheir
prejudices, Id ealists who are
willing to hiring this dedication
away from Colby should be admired, not labelled as unrealis*
tic Toparaphrase the Man of la
Mancha. live life as it should be
and not as if is,
'' CHEERS ' to 'the end of ^"semester. Be it wonderful or hellish, it is almost over. 1992 has
seen great times, with a bit of
learning thrownin forgoodmeasure * As Colby heads towards
199$, there are a lot of things ta
be excited about. Snow on the
ground,a new president,a modernized fieldhouse and a lot of
amazing speakersand program*
imng,
A toast, then, lo hoping that
the thumbs-up outnumber the
thumbs-down.T . nj oy the winter
breakand think hard about your
resolu tions for the new year.0

Reviewing

Hoping the
thumbs-up
outnumber
the thumbsdown.
'

paper is an excellentway to keep

the bathroomsclean o n Sn ndays.
JEERS _o thepre&sureforstu-+
dents to rent or buy formal attire
for the Junior/Senior Cotillion.
The ideaof spending$4Gormore
on clothing for a single ni ght is
bull. In these days"of economic
hardship, spending that much
money ona pieceof tailored cloth
is insensitive to those who need
the money for morebask necessities. While the Jnnlorand Se«
nior classes want to make it a
special night, they have forgotten that friends, laughter and
maybe a sli ght buzz will make
the evening memorable—not a
lux or an expensive dress.
CHEERS to Bonnie Johnson ,
the vice-president of Johnson
Commons. Bonnie hns spent the
last four months becoming involved in many aspects of cam-

What do you think of the chapel bells?
Heather Johnson 94
"I think they're exclusive to
non-Christians because they
play Chris tmas carols. It's hypocritical for a school preaching
diversity."

Heather Post '94
"I think i t's a nice addition to
the campus. It's not annoying at
all."

Frank H. Kobison '93
"I think they're an invigorating way to wake up in the
morning. I find them very
stimulating, but I do feel sorry
for people who live in the
Heights."
photos by Ari Druker

Jon Frothmgham '95
"I think it makes it more of a
common college atmosphere. It
reminds me of my Grandparents' grandfather clock."

Richard Taylor '93
"I think they're a wonderful addition to the holiday
cheer. Happy holidays (PC ,
right)?"

Artsand Entertainment

A night at Runnals is a day at the Museum
BY JAMES KELLEY
StafFWriter

Every yearthesenior Performing Arts majors are required to take part in a seminar, culminating in the fullscale production of a play.
This year, the seniors have
chosen to put on "Museum"
by modern American playwright Tina Howe.
"Museum"is impressive
simply in the sheer scale of
theproduction. Thecastconsistsof seventeen seniorsand
underclassmen playing a total of forty roles. Each actor
undergoes several character
and costume changes in the
course of the play.
The number of people
involved in this production
has given rise to an equally
impressive spread of ideas.
Everythingright down to the
programsisinnovative.Each
audience member is given a
"map" to the museum, describing the exhibits and list-

photo courtesy of Public Affairs

Senior Performing Artsproject "Museum"

ing the cast as patrons. The set, walking among the ex- much a collaboration and I
set, designed by Adjunct As- hibits,enhancing the feel of a hope that that will show in
the final product."
sistant Professor of Perform- true museum.
ing ArtsJim Thurston,is con"We all put an enormous
The play itself is very enstructed from sheet rock to amount of time into the play gaging.Directed byAssistant
give it the solidity and feel of and our working together Professor of Performing Arts
a real building. The audience was essential," said Ned Joylynn Wing,it is a study in
entersthe theaterthrough the Brown '93. "Theshowisvery a single day at a random art

museum.Characters wander
on and off scene,some never
even speaking. The museum
patrons run the spectrum
from pompous art critics to
out-of-control college students. Itis a comic piece,commenting heavily on the conceits of artand art loversalike.
The play is marked
throughout with strong performances,particularly Bruce
Villineau '93, who plays a
harried security guard .
Shawn Campbell '93 and
Heather Bucha '93 play a
wonderfully pretentious
Frenchcouple. Campbell and
Bucha are particularly impressivein that their dialogue
is entirely in French, spoken
quite clearlyand coherently.
However, the actors are
physically expressiveenough
that a knowledge of French is
not necessary to understand

Probably one of the funniest
moments of the play is
brought about by Bill
Kaufman **93. and Sarah
Regan'93asan elderly couple
with a very dangerous
acoustiguide.
The play had very few
flaws. However, the two
groups of three women, the
college girls and the laughingladies,suffered fromslow
pacing and a tendency to
shriek,which quickly became
grating.
As this was a senior production,the larger roles were,
filled primarily by seniors.
This resulted in several very
talented underclassmen being shunted into lesser roles.
The play would have
benefitted from a moreequitable distribution.
"It was a very intense experience working with the
them.
senior majors," said Naomi
Some other roles of note Devlin '95. For the duration
were played by Brown and of the semester we rehearsed
Rob Isaacson '93, who play a
pair of obnoxious snobs. SeeMUSEUM on p a g e14

Caleb Cooks * movie is Down 4 Change
done?
Caleb Cooks: I've worked as a
cameraperson and a grip and an
actor. That's where I basically got
my focus. I couldn't wait, when I
was writing this screenplay, to get
behind thecamera. It's thebest such
experience in so far as each frame
that goes through the camera is getting closer to my goal, a finished
piece of work.
E: So you prefer being behind
the camera?
CO.Yes. Every artist is critical of
his or her work; I'm very critical of
seeing myself act. The good thing
about directing is I know how to
improve the overall quality. With
acting, there might not be a next
time for me. With directing, I have
a theory when I'mbehind the scenes.
I can imorove thines.

BY DAWN DEVINE
Contributing Writer
"Common Ground,"which premiered Wednesday night in Given
Auditorium, i s th e f irst f il m f r om
DOWN 4 CHANGE, the production company created by Caleb Q.
Cooks '93.
The film introduces us to Kenya
Bryant,a bright young trans fer student to Coldson College, a school
which presents itself as diverseand
multi-cultural. As the movie unfolds, we learn of Bryant's fears
and doubts as well as those of the
students around her and the misunderstandings and racism which
reflect a larger problem evident in
the greater mirror of society.
Echo: Is this the first film you've
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E: Tell us what you ve learned
about filmmaking.
CC: As a whole, I can accomplish anything I want to do in life. I
was getting to the point that I was
questioning what I was doing. Now
I'm interested more in directing. To
have done what we have done in
such a short period of time reinforces my beliefs in getting things
done. I've learned a lot about editing; that was the newest experience
for me. My editor, Marshall Dostal
'93, was a tremendous help.
E: Would you do anything differently next time?
. CC: For one, I'd work in film as
opposed to video. Secondly, getting extras is the most difficult task.
It takes time to paint a painting, to
make a movie, to effectively capture the reaction. People get impa-

-Sf X/r
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tient. It s the whole profit-maximizing thing—"What am I going to get
out of it." Not everyone feels this
way,but many do. I'm proud to say

I don t feel that way. I chose to
work with people I didn't know
See CALEBon page 15

photo by M. Adam Brown
Caleb Cooks '93 , Kareem Poyta '95 and Kim Sarajian '93
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BY MARSHALL DOSTAL AND
ANDY RITCH

photo by Regim Upovosky
Dostal and Hitch attack chef Bayle at the
LovejoyConvocation Dinner on Wednesday, Nov.11.

v

time I met and married my wife
Holly. I also went to the College of
Staff
Writers
Culinary
Arts in Brookline, Mass.,
.
ttBmmmmmmKmmmm ^M ^t^mmMnamma ^mmammmaiaatsaMammwm
working for Sellers part-timeon the
As students, we eat in the din- weekends as a function chef at
ing halls daily, yet often we are StonehillCollege.From there I went
unaware of the hard work and back to Lorenzo's as ah executive
planning that goes into each meal. chef, and became the manager,unThis week we interviewed a man til 1989 whenmy wifeand I decided
who does a good deal of the hard to come to Maine. I was hired to
workandplanning,Chef Bill Bayle. work at Colby in July, 1989.
M+A: How longhaveyoubeen
M + A: What are some of your
a chef?
favorite mealsto prepare?
B:I started workingin an Italian
B:I enjoy cookouts,like theones
restaurant called Lorenzo's in at the Shell, the most. I like it when
Middleboro, Mass. in 1970 as a I'm involved with the students at
french fry grill man. After that I the outside picnics, because when
went into the army cooking school you're workingoutbackallthetime
at Fort Dix, N.J.Here the emphasis it's tough to keep in touch with the
was mostly on sanitation rather students. I also like it when I work
than actual cooking,as sanitation is for Mrs. Cotter because of the elthe mostimportant part in cooking. egant dinners she has me prepare.
A kitchen can never be too clean.
It gives me a chance to get a break
M + A: Tell us more about your from preparing standard institucareer in the army.
tional food.
B: I was stationed in Germany
M + A: How often do you cook
for three years, and cooked out on for Mrs. Cotter?
the Iron Curtain. I'stayed out there
B: Only about twice a year. I
and-every thirty days a new group cooked stuff like tenderloin and
of guys would come in.
M + A: When did you decide to
come to Colby?
B: After the army I went back to
BY AMY PHALON
Lorenzo's and worked there as a
Staff Writer
cook for three years. About that
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$ Lorimer Chapel: Spotli g ht Series Event
$ Colby Chorale Concert
| Dec. 10 at 11a.m.

Indigo Girls lack punch

[MOVIES
:

?

Railroad Square
Cj mm&873-5900
Husbands and Wives
Dec. 11-Dec. 17
show t imes 7:00 and
9:10 p.m.

j\
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\
"Museum"
Perf
orming
Arts
Production:
\
$
^
Dec. 9, 10, 11 at 8 p.m. Runnals Theater
£
^
\ Hoy t's JFK Drive
873-1300
;\
$ Sp a Music Series ;
Dracula
(R) 7:20, 9:50
Colby 8-Dec. 10 at 8 p.m.
\
^\ Bodyguard (R) 7:10,
^
|
\ 955
'',\
% Colby Art Museum;
,
fy Through December 19:Faculty Art Exhibit featur \ Home Alone II (PG) 7,
i ing worlcsb y AbbottMeade r,Nancy Hunte r Goetz, ^'',\ 9:45, 2nd screen 6:45,
I\ 9:20
fy . Harriet Mathews, Scott Reed
\ The Distinguishe d
*
Bela Fleck : \ Gentleman (R) 7:30, 10
\ Alad din (G) 6:50,9
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Bowdoin College ;
\
Museum
Exhibits: Ann Akimi
'$
\ Lof quist: Recent Paintings through
2 December 13.
¦. •
. :: '
|
J Tom Killion: Color Woodcuts of the
2 California^ Landscape through Janu
'i ary lO .' . .
?

Thusday, Dec. 10
9pm in the Student
Center
:
Tickets

\

,'
5

Stu-Amovies
Leathal Weapon I
Dec. 10, ll-7pm,9pm
12-3pm, 7pm, 9pm

\
:
$7 students
; $10 general public I1
13-2pm
.
: >>, . $12 at the door j
j
\
;
J Essay Contest.
For Monthly Review: An Independent Socialist
Magazine, Submit an essay on "ProgressiveSocial
2 Museum Exhjbit9::New?Prii>ts/01d \ Changes in the 1990s," 2,000 words or less, in
|j Engli sh, typed, double-spaced and receive a free
\ -Prints Exhibition
' \ one-year subscription. Send to: Essay Dept,
thrdujgh December 18
^
Monthly Review,122West 27th Street,New York,

\ UMAim
,''
\
,''
j

\
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'<,
\
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The doors of the Bates auditorium opened at 7 p.m. to a crowd
mostly made up of students from
all of the area colleges. The show

beeart at 7:30 with

The Roaches, a female acoustic band.
The Roaches ended
their set with a cover
of the timeless
"Beatles song "With a
little help from my
friends."As they exited, with applause,
audience excitement
grew in anticipation
of the Indigo Girls.
People began to
grow impatient as the interval
lagged. Bates' social chair began
to complain,referring to the band
as the 'Tyrant Girls." Evidently,
there had been problems all
evening. It can also be assumed
that most Colbystudents werebeginning to wonder if this was going to be another Paula
Poundstone-like event. Finally,
and thankfully, the Indigo Girls
took the stage. However, the audience remained rather calm,from
the almost interminable wait and
remained, for the most part,
uninvolved during the entire
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Maine Mask Theatre: "Getting Out/' \
,8 p.m. Dec. 10-12 and 2 p.m. Dec. 11 \
'¦and 13> Hauck Auditorium
\ . Poets: submit one poem of 20 lines or less
¦¦ . before December31 to:NationalUbrary of Poetry,
UM Museum of Art Exhibit: "County \ 11419 Cronrpdge Dr., P.O. Box 704-ZW, Owing?.
Fair" through Jan.4, "JamesLinehan: \ Mills, MD 21117.. 1978»1993/ SouthernTravel9"through ¦ \
submit pjne poem of 20 lines or less before
".
Feb. 15
. Januaty 31 to: Spdirowgrass Poetry Forum Inc.,
Dept. N, 203 Diamond Street, Sistersville, West
.Virginia 26175
j

J

poached salmon for mends of the
college.
M + A:. Who was your greatest
culinary influence?
B: My great-grandmother influenced me a lot. She was French,
could do anything in the kitchen. I
got a lot of my basic techniques
from her.
M + A: Have you ever made a
Skitchwich in the nude?
B: No.
M + A: What are some of your
hobbies?
B: Hunting, fishing and woodworking are my favorite hobbies,
but I don't shoot anything I don't
eat.
M+A: Could you elaborate on
the rodent problem in Roberts?
B: We've never had a rodent
problem. In fact, the only times we
have any trouble is with the squirrelsthattry to sneakin. As far as the
roachesgo, its an ongoing problem
with thisold,old building. But we're
under contract with Waltham
Chemical Company and they hel p
with the problem. ?

show.

The lack of enthusiasm from
the audience obviously affected
the Indigo Girls' performance,
which was very short and bland.
It lacked their characteristic
energy and vibrancy. The Indigo
Girls played few of
their older, more
popularsongs and after being called back
on stage for a second
encore (the first was
too short), they performed only one a
cappella song as a finale.
The most impressive aspect of the
show was the use of
an electric violin.This
rare instrument brought a beautiful cultural character to the
show. A cellist also accented the
band with flair and style. The unusual instruments,combined with
the perfectly tuned voices of Amy
and Emily,made the.performance
musically breathtaking.
Though disappointing, the
concert was worth the snowy
drive down to Bates. The Indigo
Girls' music has a certain unique
and beautiful quality to it that is
always pleasing to hear. The show
could have been longer and more
energized, but it was nonetheless
enjoyable.Q

WMHB Top Ten
BY JOHAN DOWDY
StaffWriter

1. Nine Inch Nails—Broken
2. Band of Susans— Now
.
I 3. Suzanne Vega—-99° F
4. 10,000 Maniacs— Our Time in Eden
5. Sex Pistols—Great Rock and Roll Swindle
6. Arrested Development—Revolution(ep single)
7. Juliana Hatfield—I See You
8|Meat Beat Manifesto— Satyra con
9.' Soul AsylxoiXx^QfaveDance rs p inion
"':.'.
10
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"Husbands and Wives"gives a bizarre twist onmarriage
BY DAWN DEVINE

missinga few batteries, '"lefsgoto
that greatMexican restaurant;"Jack
says. "Oh, I love couscous!" Sam
Watching Woody Allen's most replies, tossing her hair around.
recent story of relationshipsin ManMeanwhile, Gabe flirts with
hattan, it is almost impossible at Rain, played by Juliette Lewis, a
timesto differentiate betweenwhat writing student of his with a prois going on in front of and behind pensity for several older men. She
the camera.There has been somuch has even written an essay entitled,
press about Woody's affair and "Oral Sex in the Age of
Mia'sthreateningbehaviorthatdia- Deconstriction." Jack tells us that
logue from the movie often rings Gabe is "always attracted to the
true. When Judy, played by Mia nutcases."
Farrow, asks her husband Gabe,
When the characters are not actplayed by Allen,if he thinks thereis ing out their fantasies and frustrasomething wrong with their mar- tions,they address us while an offriage,the audience cannot helpbut camera analyst's voice asks them
Contributing Writer

photocourtesyof TriStar Pictures,lnc
Mia Farrow, left, and Judy Davis in a scene from Woody Mien's "Husbands and Wives."

The soimcls of holiday shopping

recognize the truth in it all. It does questions. The camera is both an
not detract from the film—instead, intruder and a welcome audience,
it gives it a bit of a twist.
many times doing what David
BYJOHANJDOWDY ,
Mudhoney was wearing flannel wasaficeptaMe*Weit£MghltttAre
"Husbandsand Wives"is about Letterman calls "that nineties'cam* *sfa_irv*dtw ' ' *_____H and forgetting to bathe long; fee- i^jteOfcy. ii$nsua. Mctfttnffoe theups and downs of marriageand era thing"—following characters
__-H_--_HWM--M-- _-_-__B««m__M_H____
-BK
fwre I'.irv^na was potty taj foed. asitid a»d rwusic o£ Charles* affairs, love and sex. When Jack around with static and deliberate
As thewinterseason matches That may he *bit of a**«_ajgg«rai Mingus*The album features a
[director Sydney Pollack]and Sally movement. This can be interesting
into ftt&swlft&tttany peopfeftad tier*, hut no amount of praise is canon*£modernxnuskalgreats ; Uudy Davis] casually announce to at times and annoying at others.
the_nseiv££stuckin that time of enotJ^i for their maj or label de> jft4tH ^U^^ e^l?«tee ^li^<^«fe
their best friends Judy and Gabe
Mia Farrow can be described
yt^m^^chtheoxfy^ititskon*tmfc <to*te*st th* g«.ter-fceavy* 33,'Slvis CosteHo^V*mo»Kei4 that afteryearsofmarriagetheyare the sameway:shehas a tendency to
gerttan Jhafc of giving is thai of "5ixckyiKEdry*' vraththeslowSw* €i-eg Cohen md Charlie Watte.
calling it quits,Judy falls apart. The whinea great deal,as does Woody,
*ivf atf mtt$£kr (W6tl<Lt& lSn4
getting.
Sens%ef ^-Xetmelef^ttDowi."
separation hits a nerve and forces makingJudy Davis'character'sneu/_ . *
-vt
4
4-fc.
*- . *
;i4in_ t6d>, AJ.ihH^hj to .a).
i«ew
r eoprepue wvto
her to question her own relation- roses all the more hysterical. When
frost wvms*. vehkles*
require scouringIhe in** ship. Sally, wound up like a caf- Judy and Gabe discuss their marcrank up theheaters;"and.
pqstbitt'sithia «owipllaftQ»
feine buzz, tries to relax around riage,thefilm slowsdown;but there
zoom off to ihe nearest
of modernmusic Id more romantic possibility Michael ILiam are some classic Woody Allen
tt&jo? $happ*ng«fc-«p_ 6*-'
&»ft worth In*. <tffo?t ai$
Neeson], whileJack takes up with a scenes that make "Husbands and
in search of Ihe most fitthe price/-TheCD {s . fe
beautiful aerobics instructor who is Wives" worth watching.Q
<.
^
ting (and perhaps cheaponly
available
this
«*
¦
• •
> \ « » *_\> .-*'
J • •
y
*""" foj tnj ifi^pmpanie^l'j ^y
',
est) gift ' that ekn .fe '-e ', "i - "' " ' . /'
' '\
"
dit
4(f
charged on a. m&ja t i^ card, 'and 'it
-easy to reaifc&e thiat -{"a <_p^ized
tt picture book which
continued f r ompage 12
without «we«$&n$ *m«?${?f edit Mudhoney is hard hitting yet •• j ^vfdl hjwJ<g*OttOd frutorn. **
limit.White on th*. searchtor the .ungueinclh^k^.rteverentyetsub* tbnanda snappy colftrphoto of
every night so it was a chance to
Overall, these flaws are minor
*'
perfect bauble,consider,giving UttXf * '
; $ -' lhefeatttjredartlflls .Vi>r««^i:b<*r perfect a piece of work."
and do little to hinder the enjoyihe gift of music.HerVtealistof
* Weird'N*ghhn.o:& Meditto* spo_ ugftt$^eIaieisising!esfjhttm
The only other flaw was one in ment of the play. In general, this is
tee ftscetitt if dte*«t> *•««• ft* Horn WM.«^»fC^lumbla^Hal 19^W^ msvftferM .?-/ a*w eH which theproduction deviatedfrom an excellent production. Both tech^ ^whoar«impact^ the script. The character Fred Izumi nically and dramatically,it is a fitplease themo*, finiclkyafmusi* WUlneit conceivedthis, tributea|»' ,, asscmi«noVices
ty*v_
;7
catpalates.
bi«nf0r^i}Ie^eoda
<^at4* in^t^ay'smttsicscene.ropWiU was originally conceived as a Japa- ting swan song for the departing
* Mudhoney Ptkte-of Caf te jazz composer*Charles* imngu*... -;,Fatlt»eli> 11u»w.n^pluses,The
nese-American. In the production, senior class.
$ftep ri$e).Mudh^ft'eyi* .tit . bA»ip. Throughout his career, Mingus 3^11, MeaV$eAt Mii.n-if e^<)( ^Od
however, he is played as a non"Museum" will play in Strider
which rightly desvcvti*
the $«c* ihalfenged the accepted borders' ^JtramariuBarejust afew1 ol th* Asian with a southern accent. The Theater on Thursday and Friday at
cess that Nirvanareceived^ Avet-.-„ •irtif xm£'and sought *v*r to *J*K {. important airti8te^ which'the at accent,unfortunately,is not consis- 8p.m.Ticketsareavailable through
e*a»*f JheJSeattle ^^ng^acette/ ,''pand .hem one stop .further than ' * b^'«hWi.<IesiI» ' " - ' , ,
tent and detracts from the charac- the box office in Runnals.Q
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Four Good Reasons

to sell your t ext b ook s at

¦
*«•"

The Iron Horse
Bookstore!

* We pay the highest prices in town
$ We buy back texts every day
.-._

.
The Iron »»
Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Squa re

Waterville, ME 04901

The little bookstore that could!
i

^™*^

_T___heT P OT'NfcCl

fln ^'fr sTni.
^j rl
f

B_l_ffl«llr I

\^j ^SSsjS^

Open weekdays 10-7, Fri. & Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-5

n
When ihey f inally /cf j'ooi»» Rudolp h p f ay
in a// M ej> reindeer *games ? • -

C_y_A_I__E__LS continued f r ompage 12
well, not close friends. Sometimes
friends have difficulty taking direction from a friend.You're going to
have to deal with this on any student production to create a realistic
portrait of a part. That's why I'm
excited about my future goals.
E: Which are?
CC: After graduating from
Colby I plan to attend NYU Tisch
School of the Arts. A dream of mine,
honestly speaking, for about a year,
is to create cinema. Beyond that, I
don't know yet. I don't live for tomorrow, T live for today. Some
people might call that a loner attitude. I don't mind labels, if I'm
happy.

_F Uj NJlI

E:What messagedo you wantto
get across with "Common
Ground?"
CC: The point of the movie, if I
were to sum it up ih one sentence,is
don't judge a person based upon
your own abstract thinking of that
person.Investigate the person.Look
at what this person has come from,
what he or she has accomplished,
and treat the person as a human
being, not as a label.
E:There'sbeen an exciting turnout of socially-conscious films in
the past decade—from movies like
"Do The Right Thing"to the lowerbudget "Zebrahead."And directors
like Spike Lee and John Singleton.

Do you feel like a part of this?
CC:The fascinating thing about
film is that the word is almost
equivalent to the word genre. Each
film has some"theme, some genre.
The same thing is true of filmmakers. There are black filmmakers,
white filmmakers,Italian filmmakers and those of Irish descent. The
whole classification thing is gonna
change. The name of my production company is DOWN 4
CHANGE. It has a double connotation: one, "down for change" as in
down for money, but more importantly,change in the social sense. I
want to get away from stereotypical films of black people—drug sell-

ers, drug users, the crime sense. I
want to touch human emotion. If I
can do this then I'm going to be
happy.
E: Any influences or inspirations?
CC:I particularly like Spike Lee
a lot. I also like Martin Scorscese,
Penny Marshall, Oliver Stone and
Mira Nair. Before I go into a shoot,
into creating my shot list,I think of
the movies I've seen, of how the
director would do this scene,people
like John Singleton, or Mattie Rich.
Not to replicate but with their past
work to help formulate my own
vision.
E: Is there anything else you

want to get across with your vision?
CC:We've got to get away from
the whole assumption thing. We
have to look deeper into ourselves
and others. In "CommonGround,"
I wanted to replicate,without exaggerating, the everyday life experience at a small liberal arts college.
Some of the scenes in "Common
Ground" are very true to life experiences for a lot of people—almost
hidden injuries. We've got to have
some common ground.
E: I think you've accomplished
that.
CC: We'll see.Q

said McArthur. "The amount of interest paid on the gift is $5,000, this
goes to supplement the loss of salary a faculty member incurs if they
choose to take a full-year sabbatical." The current policy of the College is to pay a faculty member full
salary for a one-semester sabbatical,but only half pay for a full-year
sabbatical. "We hope the Fellowship would be encouragement for
faculty to take a full year," said
McArthur. 'The Fellowship will
help with the purchase of special
equipment, library acquisitions or
library equipment,support the publication of scholarly works, or pro-

vide resources to hire student research assistants."
The office of development asks
senior parents if they would like to
be on the Senior Parents Gift Committee, according to Shea. If they
accept, they meet with other senior
parents during Parents' Weekend
to discuss the gift. Once the gift is
decided on, they begin to solicit
funds from senior parents.
?The 1991 Senior Parents Distinguished Teaching Fellowship was
awarded to Laurie Osborne, assistant professor of English. "Colby
would pay for a one semester sabbatical,but I felt I needed a full year
to complete my book," said

Osborne.
"Rather then lose pay for the
extra semester, Bob McArthur suggested that I apply for a sabbatical
extension grant," said Osborne.
"The Fellowship is awarded to
peoplewhose work goes along with
their teaching," said Osborne.
Osborne, who teaches English
including a Shakespeare on Film
course in January,iscurrently working on a book—" M ulti ple Texts of
Twelfth Night. "Q

continued f r om,page 5

The Seniors Parents Gift Committeemeets during Parents'Weekend and selects the gift from a list of
proposals,accordingto Kieran Shea,
assistant director of annual giving.
This year's proposed gifts include
expanding library access by installing hardware that would link
Colby's catalogue to the catalogues
at Bates College and Bowdoin College and a donation to support the
Colby Outdoor Orientation Trip
[COOT] program;the moneywould
go to provide training, materials
and logistical support for the program, according to Shea
For the second year in a row,
according to Shea, the parents

electedto give the gift in the form or
an endowed fellowship. The Distinguished Teaching Fellowship
wasdesigned tomakeColbya more
attractive environment for faculty.
"The competition among colleges to recruit those rare young
and mid-career professors who are
not only innovative scholars but
alsoinspiring teachers is fiercer than
ever," according to the proposal.
"Faculty members may use the stipends for travel to special libraries,
research facilities and field locations, or to conferences to present
research papers."
"The parents wanted to endow
a fellowship for a faculty member,"

Need a ride to the airp ort after
your exam?

I^PSf^lroY
dj sS^My^Q
Take a ride on ihe Colby Budget Van Service (CBVS)
Vans departing from Colby Stud ent Center at 7:00am , 11:00am & 3:00pm
Friday 18th, Saturday 19th , Sunday 20th , Monday 21st of December
Return Service at 12noon and 4pm on January 3rd
Cost: $10 - Pur chase your tick et at Campu s Travel in Robert s
(no p a y m e naccepted
t
by driver)

First Come, First Serve!!
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TRACKS

continued f r ompage 20
Men's Basketball (61)

Next game:
12/12 at Salem State @ 1

Men's Swimming (1-

Trinity (TX) '
Tournament

Men's Hockey (2-4)

Colby 120 U. Lowell
66

Colby 81 Hamline 76
Colby 88 Trinity 65
Colby 75 Suffolk 58
Colby 77 Husson 65
Colby 86 Tufts 73
Gordon 87 Colby 71
Colby 77 U. Southern
Maine 69
Next game:
12/12 at Salem State @
3

Women's Basketball
(3-2)

Tufts 85 Colby 58
Colby 60 Plymouth
State 54
Husson 87 Colby 73
Nichols Tournament
Colby 60 ' Alfred 49
Colby 56 ColbySawyer 49
12/9 vs. U Southern
Maine 5:30

Babson 7 Colby 1
Colby 4 Amherst 3
Bowdoin 5 Colby 4
New England 5 Colby S
Colby 3 U. Southern
Maine 1

0)

Next meet:
1/ 15/93 at Middlebury
®4

Women's Swnnming
(2-0)

Next game:
12/12 at UMass, Boston
@ 7:30

Women's Hockey (2-1)

Colby 157 Plmouth
State 125
Plymouth State Pool

lineup,
"The three freshmen are excellent," said Comstock. "Along
with .he core group retumingifs
going to be really solid. It'snever
been like this before."
As theSnow Mulestake their
first pioneering steps into the
mountains of Division!territory,
they are building a program that
will stake their claim for the future.

HOOPS

conf inedf r ompage 20

"[Not having played Gordonbefore] was probably a factor, but everything was a factor," sa id
Whitmore. "They played a superb
all-around game and I don't thi n k
[the team] was ready for the game."
The loss to Gordon was preceded by a road win the night before at Tufts.
"We played pretty well against

Althongh"we don 't "have the
talent or funding as som e of the
other Division J_programs/ by
having a tight knit group we
should set high standards in order to build a strong future program/ said Bither.
"Now that , we've become a
Division I program we have attracted theattention of academies
that have nalionally ranked skiets/** said Comstock. "Colby has
never really b een consi d ere d a
ski power; it certainly was an
aggressive move for us "Q
44

Tufts, but our defense wasn't as
strong as it had been in the earlier
games," said Clark. "We stuck it
out,played hard and came out with
the win."
Gaudet led a balanced attack
with 22 points. Center Paul Butler
'93 added 19 while ripping dpwn
nine rebounds and forward Greg
Walsh'95tossed in 16,as did Clark.
The Tufts game typified the Colby
season thus far offensively, as the
Mu les u sed their mu l titud e of weapons to put downtheTuftsjumbos.G

record set hy :

Colby 2 Boston College 1 Heather Perry '93,
200m Butterfly, 2:40.85
Colby 7 UVM 2
Colby 103 U. Lowell
Cornell 1 Colby 0
77 Upcoming games:
Next meet:
12/11 vs. Harvard®7
12/12 Alumnae game @ 1 1/ 15/93 at Middlebury
@4
Men's Squash
Bryan Raffetto '95 and his f ish tank

12/11 at Tufts ® 4
12/12 Haverfor d at Bates
TBA
12/13 Bates®4

FISH

continuedf r ompage 1
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Have a Safe & Happy Holiday Season

polluted/' said Devlin. "A lot
of my fish were dyin g in the beginning, SO I got a lot of chemicals
to neutralize the walerin the tank/'
Other expenses include food , filt ers, ti ght bqlbs and feeder fisli'Tt all *dd$ up after a while/'
said Helcnese.
"Onceyoti've got a tank going/
un less theyget a disease,j t'spretty
low maintenance/ said Devlin,
"They dotft take up a lot of time,
but they're fun to watch/'
- A lison Thomas '93, has one
tank withacatfisbnnrned Sic,four
telras, named Three,Pivo , Seven,
and Magnum,a loach named Python, thrtsppjtofcfish mm«d $with.
Wesson/and Coltandacrabnamcd
An dre A large head sculpture in
^ of the
the center
tank serves as a
<Av«i5 fpr 'AWre,'- f - '\
- ' ' -Thomas bought the tank for
&50 this oummcr/'It was.. spur of
llu* momenti-typ^ thing, 1saw th*
fish tank . rt X bought it. ..It *y '.<.
fun to watch/'_
H«-»rdin Gray'94bought bis fiah
in September of 1<J<)l and got Jon
X'ayrtd '94 to hilpMm take fctfeof
, '
them*
- , This year the twenty gallon
tank fa in Payne's worn in th<.

ttei^hfe. * %

"Two jn wnbintof fish Jkecj. $ go*
ing up and down/' said Grey,"tho
most was 20/' ,
flour of tb*? origin,.! fM. mt*
viv«<K ,th e entire school y<*ar,in"
chid lag a trip tt. New York for tbe

photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

summer and back, according to
Payne* "They died just a few
weeks ago," said Payne. "It was
verysad/
v'The fish are very relaxing/
said Payne* ''They calm you
down/
Tank owners will attest that
successfullymaintaining the fish
requires experimentation.
4,\didn 't know that a fresh
water shark and a tinfoil barb
wouldn't get along very well/
said Devlin. "They had a few
skirmish es and the shark is b J ind
now. The tinfoi l barb ate his
eyes."
Helene,.e had problems when
two ot his jack demp$ey fish
mated and hatched babies,
"At first {the parents] were
protecting them front the other
fish, but vyhfcn ) took the other
fish out tho parents at<s them/ he
said*'
"When t first got the fault , a
f<M> f j $h cited/' said Thomas,
"Aside from that, I haven't had
any problems except a few fish
that some people alt*/ >
One of the prohle 01$Orayaud
Paynehad to den I With waff ick/a
fish disease where Ihc fish get
raised white growth$ on theft
Miles*
"I had to get tck medicine to
fake can? of it, btu it killed my
fayorife f. . h, tt loach which I had
only had for thr .0 days/' $ .«. tl
Gr«y.
"They change colors when
thtvy in..te—the fctwii <? tyros . tow
brownifih»Wu< . to Wn«ik/ bfc

Just wait for
th ose oran ges
The men's hockey team has let its record
slip to 1-4 after tough losses to New England
College (5-3) and archrival Bowdoin College.
After jumping outio a 3-0lead againstNew
England on scores by Dan Larkin '95, Rob
Danis '93 and Brian Pompeo '95, the Mules
were certainly feeling confident.
'Tor 22 minutes we played the best hockey
since I've been here/' said Borek. "We came
out of the gates ready to play."
Unfortunately,so didNew England,which
scored twice in the third period to break a 3-3
tie.New England's five unanswered goals left
Captain Bart Rickards '93 in a lurch.
"We were on fire/' said Rickards. "I don't
know what the hell happened.It was a tough
loss."
Colby was in a similar state of lament after
the Bowdoin game. .
"We could have won the Bowdoin game/'
said Rickards. "Bowdoin is good,but that one
could have gone either way."
I Colby scored with SOIsecohds lef t to rnove
within one goal of the Bowdoin Polar Bears,
but the
Mules were unable to tie the score at 5'" ¦ ¦
5.

"'

/ .. ; • ¦

-,. ., , . ., ,,.

Goalkeeper Alex Moody '94's efforts, including a 40-plus save game,did not gounnoticed by the team and his coach.
"He stopped all the pucks he should have
and some of the ones he shouldn't," said
Borek. "If he's playing well it gives the rest of
the team confidence. "
The Ice Mules played the University of
Southern Maine on Wednesday and meet the
University of Massachusetts Boston on Friday. Although they areayoungteam,Rickards
feels as if they are growing better every day.
"We can beat everyone if we play well,"he
said. "Ifs a whole new team this year, and
every game we're getting used to each other
on the ice." (CD.)
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Elista Severson '96 ofthe women's indoor track team

photo by Cina Wertheim

Season holds high- hopes
for women's in door track
The women's indoor track team is gearing up for a big season after enduring a
rebuildingyearin 1991-92. This year's team
is well-balanced and has a tremendous
amount of depth in almost every event.
"We are two, four and even six deep in
nearly every event," said Coach Debbie
Aitken.
The Mules have a strong group of seniors who make up the nucleus of the team
whichis surrounded by an impressive supporting cast of juniors/ sophomores and
first-years.
'The strength of our team is in the
middle-distance sprints and the throwing
events," said Aitken.
In the middle sprints the women are led
by two-time All-American Jennifer
Hartshorn '94 and junior sensation Michelle Severance who is currently the Eastern
College AthleticConference [ECAC] 1,000meter indoor champion. Also contributing
in the sprinting events will be Jen Curtis
'93, Lenia Ascenso '95, Carrie Ackerman

'94, Amy Chekos '95, Susan Hale '95 and
two of the Tri-Captains,Candice Killmer '93

and Karen Nelson '93.
The throwingcompeti tionswhich include
the 201b wieght throw, the shotput and the
hammer throw, will also be strong events
for the Mules. Here they are led by TriCaptain Brenda Eller '93, Brooke Lorenzen
'95,DanielleLeGrand '96,Kathy Smyth '93
and Dana Foster '94.
The team's only weakness is in the long
jump and the triple jump, though they are
strong in the high jump with Patty Lee '95,
first-year Kerry Kalesano and Cristen
Herlihy '93. Herlihy and Heather Hews '93
will also be competing in the pentathalon
and hurdles.
The team has a great amount of potential
this year not only from its tremendous talent but also becauseof its depth. Aitken has
high hopes for the team this year.
"We want to improve our finishes from
last year in all of our championship meets,"
she said. (D.P.)

Swimmer s sink the Universi ty of Lowell
This past Saturday tliemen's and women's
swimming teams hosted the University of
Lowell in the men's first match of the season
and the women's second. Both teams were
victorious over Lowell by scores of 120-66 and
103-77, respectively.
Although the team is striving for victories,
Coach Sheila Cain and the rest of the team
have another objective for the season.
"Our goal is to get as many members of tlie
teams qualified for the New England Championships,"said Cain. "Our training is geared

toward the New Englands."
In this weekend's meet four Colby swimmers qualified for the New England Championships. Greg Lynch '94 qualified in the 400
IM,Kayrl Brewster '93and Alyson Angino '95
qualified for the 1,000-meter freestyle and
Kara Toms '95 won the one-meter diving
competition, which qualified her for the New
Englands.
The team's next match is not until Jan. 15
whenit travels to Vermont toface Middlebury

College. However, the team will be keeping
themselves busy until then. Over break, 20 of
the team'smembers will be traveling to Florida
for some intense training where they will
practice at least four hours a day.
"When we come back from Florida we
should be confident in our ability to swim and
we will be ready to race," said Cain * "The
Middlebury match should be very competitive and will be a good challenge for our
team." (D.P.)

Coacfringchan gepaying dividends
Hockey more f u n for team under Boirek
freshman year," said Danis, who
did not see eyeto eye with Corey.
"And I thought the guy was a total
idiot. I never planned on playing
when he was around."
Danis, who is playing considerable minutes under Borek,found
himself interested inhockey again
because of the new coach's ideas.
"Initially I thought about [returning to hockey]because Charlie
Corey was gone." said Danis.
'Then when I talked to Borek, I
knew I was going to [try out]."
According to Scooter Higgins
'95, who stagnated under Corey
after playing at prep-school powerhouse Noble & Greenough it all
has to do with the attitude of the
coach.
"Players rallyaround the coach
and if the players don't like th e
coach,there is no teamunity,"said
Higgins.
This year's team definitely has
a cohesion produced by the outlook of Borek.
"Corey was always negative,"
said Higgins, who is getting serious clock under Borek. "He tried
scare tactics. With Borek, if we're
bad, he will tell us,but [he] always
tries to keep a positive outlook. "
Borek's attitude arises from his
beliefs on hockey at Colby.
"At a school such as Colby,it is
important to get as much of the
student body involved as pos"¦"-'
Men's hockey battled the University
'
sible/':said Borek. ' "'"
.
¦
¦
¦. - ¦:,;¦.
of Southern Maine Wednesday night.
By fostering relations with all
students, hockey players or not,
JRob Danis '93 has returned to Borek increases awareness and
iwj A ccovm¦«¦ ' " "
¦
hockey
after being snujibed by support in the Colby community
Staff Writer .
imdrestorespridetoColbyhockey.
Even with the new attitude on
One. of the essential, compothe team. Danis still feels robbed.
nents for Division II hockey stui "I am psyched to play again,"
dent-athletesisthat theyhavefun,
6iad
Danis. "Scott Borek is a great
since they rairely proceed to the
coach. But I still get frustrated
next level. Now, fpr the first time
sometimes that if I had been playin threeyears,someColbyhockey
ingoneor t woyearsearlierI would
players will be able to have fun.
have been better."
WithanewerainColbyhockey
Even with fhesefeelings,Danis
rookie
Coach
being introduced by
is
excited
about lacingon the skates
Scott Borek,some of those players
for one last year.
put off by former Colby hockey
"I'm just glad tbbepartbf Colby
Coach Charlie Corey are returnhockey again."Q
ing, and are pleased with their Corey three years ago.
"I got cut from the team my
decision.
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been a part of the orig inal incident, he is glad he was
able to come back and contribute to a program which
developed into a winner under seventh-year Coach
Austin.
"I'm thrilled I stuck it out," said D.Grande. "[The
LCA incident has] some great analogies to life. We
learned how to work through something, that you
can't give up."
DiGrande and Quinn combined over the last two
seasons to lead an offensive line which was among the
strongest in the NESCAC. More importantly, however, they have provided the kind of leadership which
makes success possibl e in a team sport.
In this regard , all four have benefitted from the
LCA experience.
"You really seehowpeop lcchange over fourycars,
never mind five," said DiGrande. "You see what
maturity is all about."
Nonetheless, the role as an "elder" statesman did
have its drawbacks according to the 23-year old
Connolly.
"Geez, all the jokes I got you'd think I was 30 years

old," said Connolly, whose 34 tackles tied him for
ninth on the team this year.
It is ironic that these players returned to perform for
a school which branded them three years ago, whether
they broke the rules or not. However, the football
players recognize why they were really out there.
"Even though wc wear the Colby helmet wc don't
play the game for the deans,"said Quinn. "We play for
ourselves and the team."
Richards is delighted to have seen the football team
respond by turning the programaround under Austin's
guidance. Colby improved from 1-23 from 1986-88, to
17-15 between 1989 and 1992.
"The punishment was delivered and we took it,"
said Richards, who had 22 tackles and 1.5 socks this
year and was one of the most intense members of the
team. "As you can sec, wc worked hard and improved
the team."
"Wc have a special bond ," said Connolly. "Wc
went through some funky times together and it's made
us closer. We were all out the other night, talking about
our time here, and. I said no matter what happened ,
these arc the times we're going to look back on. "Q
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23 C» have ytm thinking . that people can get even remotely
%
you've alteady done your K*art? interested without having h>
Welt it W^?t not d ..ne dtirh .g t^.<. Hol^n.j. hfchind closed doov^ 01.
football season,and it sute doeft the Weekends.
not Wok like basketball Is going
This ie where the student.*
to be the one* Stj r tvl .«t jtboqt , u l|come Uu Tltls favour ehauee

hookey? Y^alv besides Jh« to give Colby « Mute holiday
Bowdoin gam e,
During two of tho four home
football games t his fall / the
trtiwh wcm $rt lamentable that
sen.oy de/ensive back tim
Merrigjtttt said y, "You knu^w
^O(nelh lng^) wwmg when yei^an
name everyone I t. the . tmih"
Tlie other tw<. gamoff Wore honlo*'
coming weekend and the fhial
ganttt ugainot Howdoln . Yealv
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l»tt» The next time Colby takes
the field, the court , the ice—4/
you have n couple of hours to

,<>p ,ire««geto)ffy(>u^fmihp bM<t,.

and show . h<. College tha t you
do not have to be tlui spineless
jellyf ish the school wants yo«
to b0. JPftir tho ,.e otmlenW who
have been th ere, keep it up.
Remember, Santa's making
hi. ilat a. Ul taunt ing «t »• two
.im<? .. .
Merry ChristmafiTU
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, Sandra'J«wers'93played the
The woracu 's boskelball ' wholegameand handled all the
tearaappearsready toma kegreat point guard duties.
Sandr a dfeserVes a lot n|
Str ide?, m it's toughest week.of
r said Beach. "She did <*.
<w<W
ihe season*The team will play
twoofl^ewEngland^sto^Ieiams. greatfobrunning-hepointinboth
Salem StateCollegeand thetfni- - games*MarfaK_ntt'93>lisatso<_otn^
Vej saty of $outhem Maine, be- Ingbackstrongafterakneeinjury
, fore tfee. two-week Christmas last year *
Colby's toughest task lies
jjecess...
ahead,
however*When Colby
Colby's record stands at 3-2
sSaJem$tate,thesiKthran
ked
play
after an excellent Weekend in
England,
the
Mules
team
In
Mew
which, tlie Mute? won a twogame tournament at Nichols _ mm ii i . i i n i n ii d i \i i i n i n i i i i i i
CuttegebydefeatingAlfred Cof- ;
legeand CoIby^Sawyer College.
In the openinggameagainst
Alfred, Colby played one of its
bestdetensive^amesoftheyear
and won handily €0*42.Jnsj de i
force Andrea Bowman: '93 led
the waywith 1& points and 31
rebounds and Captain Beth.
Mnn%ome_y'93alsOp}ayedWeli
^thlS poMsandl^ rebounds .
. ^epiayeda^reatdefensive j
game/* said Coach Carol Ann " I
\fc tott» "&itemW<ily W$ w<_?e \
fej («^4o«^e"^3RS8:wehadu.'t <
^
QurbatthandHng j
-fdteiWhefose.
llllili ' ,' nll ltM__to *»»_ rtiniliiii._

game-Colbyisopthnisticabottt '
its chances of winning.
'/WemaHttip wettwj .th.both
Salens State and Southern
Maine/'saidJk-ach. *Botfe teams
have strong inside games like
- we do. To be honest, 1 really
like our chances.*1
"This is a big week/said
Bowman**TE believewecanplay
with |ust aboutanybodyin New
England,bntthiSWeek Willbea
test/'Q
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The women's hockey team in its 2-1 loss to Cornell

BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
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nicely," said HaUdorson.
After an offensive showcase on
Saturday, the Mules had to turn
TThe women's hockey team split things around to p lay a defensetwo games last weekend to bring oriented game against Cornell.
"It was a much faster-paced
its record to 2-1. On Saturday, the
Mules dominated the University of game," said HaUdorson. "We had
Vermont [UVM] and skated away to play a better defensive game
with a 7-2victory. Colby hung with against Cornell."
Division I Cornell University
Jen Dursi '96's 27 saves slowed
through regulation, but ran out of down Cornell's attack, but, unforgas in overtime,dropping the deci- tunately, Cornell's goalie did the
same to the Mules.
sion 1-0.
Although Colby confined UVM
"Jen had somegreat saves,"said
to its own territory for most of the HaUdorson. "She has beena pleasfirst period,and outshot it 11-3,the ant surprise because she has only
score was still knotted at 2-2going beenplayinghockeyfor a few years.
into the second period. The UVM She's improving every day."
Each team's goalie took a simigoalie tried to remain tough during
a barrage of Colby shots,but soon lar pounding, with Cornell barely
wilted wider the White Mule fire- outshooting Colby 29-28. 20 seconds into overtime one of those
power.
're shotsslipped pastDursiandrippled
The/reaclubteanvbutthey
not bad at alV said Head Coach Colby's net to aid the game.
Laura HaUdorson. " It was a goo d
Thegamewas not necessarily a
day fog us todo more things offen- downer for the Mules.
"We wou ld have been happy
«hrdy." ¦'* . . ¦
Colby was led offensively by with a tie;'"saidHaUdorson.Idon't
EIna Gordon D5 (two goals, two think we've beaten an Ivy League
assists)andChristyEverett 94 (two team since I've been here. It cergoals, one assist). Laura lorio **95 tainly wasa confidence builder for
added three assists.
Harvard. We're mor e h ungry to
UVM gave Colby the opportu- come out on top now."
The women's team faced
nity to practice its power play, on
which they scored three goals.
Harvard University, ano ther Ivy
"[Thepowerplays] wereset up League school, on Wednesday. ?
Asst. Sports Editor
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It is Butler s time to shine on the court
BY JAC COYNE
Staff "Writer

plwlo by dm Wertiielm
Paul Butler *93

As a member of the Colby men's basketballteam,Paul Butler '93has an overall record
of 75-10 along with three consecutive appearances in the Eastern College Athletic
Conference[ECAC]championshipgame. The
last two years as a sartersa w him relegated to
a role as a rebounder who worked on shutting down opposing big-men.
As a result he was unable to showcasehis
true offensive capabilities with the many
great outside shooters that the Mules relied
on for their success. This 1992-93 basketball
season will bring about a Colby team with
Butler at the core,spiritually and, for the first
time, offensively.
The key difference for Butler this year is
pretty simple, according to the 6'5" center
from Bangor, Maine.
'This year, I'm a more defined option,"
said Butler "It wasn 't that I wasn't there in
thepast,butwchad suchgood outside shooteys. Are you going to take a two-pointer over
a three?"
Now Butler is the go-to guy in the clutch,
even from long range. He showed that range

by burying a buzzer-beating three-pointer
againsttheLithuanianNationalTeamStatyba
to pull out the victory on Nov. 13.
In the past, the big shot was given to an
Ail-American.Whether it was Matt Hancock
'90, Kevin Whitmore '91 or John Daileanes
'92, the clutch shot was left to the "shooters."
But now Butler is getting that shot.
"I am definitely getting more looks this
year," he said.
However,even with his expanded offensive role, other things have not changed for
the team.captain who went into Wednesday
nighl'sgamcagainstthe Universityof Southern Maine averaging 15.5 points and 9.7 re^
bounds per game.
"I still have to do the things I did in the
past two years, my primary goals^—I have to
screen, I have to rebound," said Butler. And
rebound he docs, along with setting screens
and devastating picks for outside gunners
Matt Gaudet '95 and TJ. Malnes '95.
Butler brings new meaning to the word
pivo t man , according to Coach Dick
Whilmorc.
"He's the fulcrum," said Whitmore. "He
sets the tone in practices and in game situations and the team has responded tremendously to him."

The role Butler cherishes the most, however, is captain. He feels a responsibility to
make the other players comfortable, something that was not done for him.
"As a captain this year, my top priority
was to make sure everyone can come in,,
especially the freshmen, and feel that they
are part of the team," said Butler, "and make
it sotheir choice [of Colby1was a good choice."
Freshman sixth man David Stephens,
Butler'sheir apparent,has nothing but praise
for his captain and friend.
"The good thing about Paul ," said
Stephens, "is he plays really hard, but he
keeps it loose." This fosters a good esprit de
corps within the team. Butler also was pivotal in bringing the freshmen into the fold.
"He made it a very easy transition from
high school to college,"said Stephens. "He is
really good to talk with because he treats [ the
freshmen] like he treats everyone else."
Clearly Butler's ways are good for the
team, as this year's squad has jumped out to
a 5,-1 record, even with the graduation of key
players.,.
"Thetrademarkof thisteamiscloseness,"
said Butler.
With Butler as the leader, the trademark^
of this team may just as well be victories. ?

Butler step s into
the spotlight.
Seepage 19.

Men 's hoops pays for overconft dence with first loss
BY BRIAN OT1ALLORAN
StaffWriter
The men's basketball team decided to
take a vacation last Saturday night an d it
showed.
Gordon College handed Colby its first
loss ofthe season,87-71.The loss came in the
final game of a grueling set of three games in
four ni ghts for the 5-1 Mules. The other
games included victories over Husson College (77-65) and Tufts University (86-73).
The home loss to Gordon is a reminder to
the Mules that they must work hard night in
and night out to stay in the "W" column.
Unlike past years,they cannot expect to coast
past a less-talented team like Gordon on
talent alone.
Despite the loss,however,prospects look
very good for this Mule squad. The team has
jumped off to a fast start, thanks to a wellbalanced offense which features three scorers in double figures, improved defensive
r.itehsity and an admirable work ethic.

1think we ve made a lot of progress in
certain areas and I've been pleasantly surprised with some things," said Coach Dick
Whitmore. "But westiU havea lot of work to
do."
TlieMules played a scrappy University of
Southern Maine team on Wednesday, and on
Saturday take on talent-laden Salem State
College, which was ranked #8 in the nation
before the-season began.
"Salem State is the most talented team in
New England," said Chip Clark '94.
?This game will be a huge test for the
Mules,as i t is the first team they will play that
is clearly more talented. The game will show
how far along Colby really is on its quest to
regain the Eastern College Athletic Conference [ECAC] title.
"It will be one of our biggest challengesof
the season," said Whitmore.
. Colby was led against Gordon by guards
Matt Gaudet '95 and Clark, who scored 16
and 14 points, respectively. Colby jumped
out to a two-point halftime lead, but'the

Mules were unable to stop the
Gordon attack early in the second half when they took a
twenty-point lead, and coasted
from there to a 16-point victory.
"We wereoutplayed and outexecuted," said Clark. "I attribute this.loss to the fact that
we just didn't play hard enough
and didn't make the shots we
had to."
"They took the tempo from
us and outplayed us throughout the game," said Whitmore.
Colby had never faced Gordon before in men's basketball
and was surprised by the littleknown school'sstrong showing
on the Mules' home court. The
Mules' unfamiliarity with Gordon may have played a role in
the outcome of the game.
SeeHOOPS on p a g e16

Golby football ers end
five years of memories
named All-New England Small
BY JONATHANWALSH
College Athletic Conference
[NESCAC]. "[The administration]
Sports Editor
did enough to ruin my time."
Although the
but
at
the
It has taken five years,
players weredisenend of next week Colby football's chanted by the hanDan Connolly, Chuck DiGrande, dling of the inciBrian Quinn and Chris Richards dent, they underwill havecompleted their four years stand why their stay
at Colby was jeopat Colby.
who
finThese four "seniors,"
ardized.
"I think the Colish classes this semester but wait
until May to walk in commence- lege did what it
ment exercises, are the football thought it had to,"
team's last remnants from an ear- said former defensiveend Richards,
lier era. Not only were they the last who actually missed two seasons
to be part of an 0-8 team (1988), but because of the suspension and an
they were among the most serious injury the year before. "We broke
casualties of Colby's Lambda Chi the rules. I didn't like it, and it has
Alpha [LCA] fraternity crackupset me,but what are you going to
do."
At the time, President Bill Cotter invited students campus-wide
to express their opinions publicly
on the matter. This ultimately increased the perception ofthe LCAs

down in 1989.
In the spring of the 1989-90
school year all four were handed
suspensions (along with 24 others
who have since graduated or
stopped playing football) which
forced them to miss the 1990 season. Although each of the four at
one time considered quitting the
football program, they quickly
changed their minds.
"I considered [quitting],but not
seriously," said former offensive
lineman Quinn , who last week was

as a group of pariahs.
"I would have liked to meet
some of the students who wrote to
the administration calling for expulsion and
stuff like that,"
said Quinn.
"I would
have liked to
understand
their animosity. It just
seemed like
everybody got
up to the soapbox and started preaching."
Connolly does not think the incident was helped any by people's
perceptions of football players.
"It's been an albatross around
our necks," said Connolly. "I've
tried to make people realize we're
not a bunch of steakheads."
While offensive lineman
DiGrande would rather not have
See FOOTBALLERSon page 18
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The men's basketball team in
its loss against Gordon

photoby Cina Werthdm
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my %^maBJ>Mmw?onTn.. get to see how we *a»k up
against the best in the logtntoy.
As$k Sport*Mfe>*

iNfm yoa. i^Bx^yoi^romin&
Th e men's and women's al- ^agalnstpwpleoiif that«aliberyoi.

pine ski team will be nttique
ar
tton&Colby $?$&$ this season,
as the teammakes it's inaugural
Division.I campaign,.
After years of domlwatingthe
PiyjisionW^ .-tfruitt. the newsfa*
tus comesas no surprise/but the
team's new work ethicdoes*
W1dletherestofthe^tslm^l4»ia
hungov^rf a bed art Saturdays
and Sundays,theskiteam Ssnp at
5:30a«mv ready to hit the slopes.
Whilt* the other winter sports

team* wtwe washing foothaH
game* this tall, the ski team was

reallybecome dedicated.*'
Bither/who finished second

in the Oiati*5.tajtom in ^te l?M«

sionli championshipshas aopho*
momymtf will return after missiifig last yearnsseason becausehe
nva$ 'working in'$a_. ^«tt*i$cO.
Mark RadcJUffei'93 retwrnsafter
an in|ntylast season to help lead
the Snow Mulesas wdk ' '.
^Werv«? ^of a very strong rex
taming team including two se*
niors who didw. trace last year/
said Rosa Pipers **Theirteturn
<*rtailnIyHe)lt>* *h<i tearr.A ; Bither And Kad«lyjffe Will
unite withPjpc*vBill Bradl«y'9S
and J*, aon Wearat *H t6 comprise
,

in the fieldhouse working owt
*The whole theme of thfcy&at
to th* **<*. ik*M you haw to
make in order1Jt» reach your thehe*rto).th*teAi»/ii?.hil)e-D4ve
^oate,"said trWa Captain Chris 'Chen "9B and Chrfs Miimtf ^3
flithe; . *>&*T?hedif f cre*.ce$'*.om hopetocontdbnte ai^w'eHKBthan

W
last year *« th& year Ate toed * Flatt Wm&Wm Pttffany
J.
tho
tto^
as
Mvt.the'dedkai.oxvof the team vvilHty to ^wck rac^
' ' *
working our asses off since Sep* frr^year c»lic^O
. The vf amen , ted h y Ca^ta^
tt tmltoW Hm $*«W
- - Tttwt M*. 'hop*. # .hd|r hwd y«« Cowsto*.kf$$/,h^y<. a ti$m$

Work t$flCnat M m thmWt in
the cola?when it eomes time to
wl« . veteran TDJyfeior*
*
*om;p^<.

guvttjp of K«tMm tKtg fa^rt.
s Imf^H .

irt With
¦ *0m« *frcj ih^oft**tol»tish
theyvtmxteto'Wioir fecaK . t '

mm*|j.k« the Vnivmtytit V*** - iw *jKoodtt»l^Vo .he«om^
tndnt It. VMlr Middlehttry, Col- mmof th« yot-uwtitiqmM
yoi^'AKidMoilyt. t$t
lege _ tndf the University of Hew j. «*h
^
s
Those -who vM. we-p^shed
Han.p*bMKWNB .. who'ii. th*
pm tu.V4t409..«AU<! fh& fc«gttt . ^*^om»to<1^1^*;lvTUeI Htxiixiim

' , fynmtette&r^m* Uk
Victories over JJatrtd Cohrtg*.,St, W
l
Lawrence College and Harvard Jt. Anct*ft^4^T1hopWtit»ttiit.<!luc.«
p«Hv«wity m » mWty, at .rf th« freshmen Kate S\V< .«flOM . Bl. ine
Mnf ovteuk UmM to the tfppw- O^Con-we*. UmA" * K»thn. )fAj««

p hotoby Cina Werlitem
s
diploma
time
for
former
LCAo
Dan
Connolly,
It'
Chuck DiGrande, Chrin Richards and Brian Quinn.

Ci.-mpbi.Kl * All of whnwn <.«uhl
nuiity.
' , '„ "' /'T^*«jwnip)fj i ,om DIviflio«K'(io( <thtiV« thoij . WayirttOth<. ««artin$
!Olvji«i0w.i Wm. k\m\\mwtop w*
wgw. mon th* team/' *'aid;t.it1.«r. #_•«. T/MCK^bnpuge U
- ¦ ¦¦¦ :
.¦
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